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Predictions
A man doesn't like to pay
three dollars for a year's sub... scription to a magazine unless
he can feel that the editors are
in a position to give him the
low-down on things to come. On
the other hand, editors have the
remnants of their reputations to
_, safeguard. How to satisfy consumer demand without making
an Esel of one's self? By offering,
as we do herewith, the year's
safest set of predictions.
1. Candidates for the world's
.., most exalted office will demonstrate their competence to handle
1 it by pumping innumerable
;
hands, beaming upon innumerable babies, posing for photo~
graphs in all manner of strange
apparel, and saying all sorts of

THE
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foolish things which they do not
expect anyone to take seriously.
2. The premier (s) of France
will resign.
3. The number of persons
killed in highway accidents will
rise.
4. Leaders of most church
bodies will issue statements calling for a speedy end to the fragmentation of the Church.
5. The same leaders will initiate, or carry forward, measures
d e s i g n e d to t i g h t e n and
strengthen their denominational
structures .
6. The Rev. Dr. Norman
Vincent Peale will publish a new
book.
7. A favorite topic for PTA
meetings will be, "The Crisis in
our Schools."
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8. A cinemalovely, momentarily in eclipse, will report to
police the loss of $100,000 worth
of jewels.
9. The Russians will put forward "new" proposals for an
easing of international tensions.
l 0. Approximately 1,650,000
Americans will die.
II. Approximately 3,300,000
babies will be born in the United
States.
12. A "new, all new, revolutionary" detergent will appear on
the market.
13. A man will fry eggs on the
sidewalks of some Texas town
on the hottest day in July.
14. The favorite will not win
the Kentucky Derby.
15. LIFE, TIME, and Fortun e,
after much public soul-searching, will endorse the Republican candidate for President, as
will approximately 70 per cent of
the metropolitan press.
16. The "religious revival"
will begin to peter out.
17. It will rain on the day of
the school picnic.
c;.

French Elections
On the day after New Year's,
the voters of France will go to
the polls to elect members of a
new National Assembly. At another time, and under other cir-

.

cumstances, such elections might
have raised hopes for a greater
measure of governmental stability in France. The events which
precipitated these elections, and
the electoral law under which 11
they are to be conducted, appear
to offer ,few grounds for opti- \
mism.
Many serious critics of the
Fourth Republic lay the greater
part of the blame for her political instability upon an electoral law which practically encourages the formation of splinter parties and, thus, shaky coalition ministries. Early last Fall,
Premier Faure set out to correct
this defect. But then there developed the old familiar bickering, involving at last an outright
contest of strength between the
premier and his former friend,
Pierre Mendes France. Unable to
force his e 1 e c t o r a 1 reforms
through the Assembly, and confronted with a vote of no confidence, Mr. Faure had the alternative of resigning or dissolving the Assembly. He chose the
latter course, and one can't help
wondering whether he did so
from motives of high patriotism
or from motives of pique and
vindictiveness.
It would seem that new elections conducted under the old
law could result only in returning a new Assembly which will
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suffer from all of the defects of
the old one and which will,
moreover, have a new five-year
lease on life. Undoubtedly the
first casualty when the new As• sembly meets will be the Faure
government and, with it, the
~ electoral reforms which that government has proposed. Thus,
while Mr. Faure will have had a
..; sort of revenge upon his political
opponents, France will not have
• benefitted from the whole affair.
What happens in France is of
concern to us because, whether
we like it or not, our commitments on the continent of Europe make us critically dependent upon France. To this very
p r a c t i c a 1 consideration there
might be added the good will
which Americans have felt toward France ever since her timely intervention in our war for
independence. France has deserved better than she has re-I ceived of her politicians under
the Fourth Republic.
At the same time, we should
not let the instability of French
governments blind us to the
underlying stability of the true
., government of France, the civil
service. Premiers and ministers
come and go, but the permanent
J
officials go on until death and
retirement. And they, fortunate~
ly, are accustomed to governing
without a government.

•
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The Minstrel Boys
Nuns, when they travel, travel
in pairs. And while Comrades
Bulganin and Krushchev hardly
remind one of Little Sisters of
the Poor, one wonders whether
this tandem traveling of theirs
may not be dictated by some of
the same considerations that require the sisters to travel together. Is it, perhaps, to provide
each with a confessor? Is it for
joint defense against hostile men
in an infidel world? Is it a guarantor of chastity?
At any rate, the minstrel boys
have been working their way
through India and points southeast, spreading the word that
Things Have Changed in Mos·
cow. How effective their preaching has been is difficult to determine. In a few places, at least,
they were met with barely-concealed hostility. But the impression that one gets from most of
the news accounts is that their
reception generally was cordial
enough, even though the cordiality was perhaps mostly a reflection of curiosity.
Whatever the nature of their
reception, they certainly can not
blame the American state department for any lack of warmth that
they might have experienced .
True, we were not in a position
to send cheerleaders to whip up
the crowds or inexpensive R ed
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flags for the masses to wave. But
we did the little best that we
could. Not even Molotov himself could have done his bosses
a better turn than we did by
timing our statement of support
for Portugal in Goa to coincide
with the end of the KrushchevBulganin visit.
Why in the name of all that is
intelligent we permit ourselves
to be forever cast in the role of
the world's foremost champion of
colonialism and racial discrimination is a question which we do
not profess to be able to answer.
But we seem never to miss an opportunity to jump in with lips
flapping whenever there is a
chance to offend the touchy sensibilities of formerly colonial
peoples. And the worst of it is
that we are not really as bad as
we picture ourselves. But between the false picture which we
present of our own attitudes,
and the false picture which the
Communist leaders paint of their
intentions, the Asiatic understandably gets all mixed up. He
really does begin to wonder who
his real friends are.
Nikolai and Nikita will be
back in Moscow by the time
these remarks reach print. If
they have the average man's capacity for self-deception, they
will be congratulating themselves on the success of their ex-

cursion. Now, if ever, is the time
for us and our allies to demon- _.
strate, in a very tangible way,
who are the true friends of the
new nations of Asia.
~

One Big Union
A numerically impressive new
force in our national life is the
A.F.L.-C.I. O ., the "one big ~
union" which friends of organized labor had, for many years, ..
hoped to see eventuate from a
merger of the A.F. of L. and the
C.I.O.
't
We say the organization is "numerically" impressive because it
remains to be seen how much of
an influence it will be outside
the areas of collective bargaining and members' welfare. 1t will
be especially interesting to see
whether the new organization
makes any great difference in
the political picture.
A few jittery souls have professed fears that this gigantic new
creature will become a sort of
American Labor party, either in
its own right or as a dominant
voice in the counsels of the Dem- "
ocratic party. A member of our ,_
staff with considerable experience in the labor movement f
doubts whether the A.F.L-C.I.O .
will move in that direction, and
whe ther leaders of the organiza- ;
tion could carry the rank and
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file with them even if they
wished to move in that direction.
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One point, it seems to us, must
be borne in mind, and that is
that with a few exceptions the
leadership of organized labor in
our country is extremely conservative. The American worker,
unlike his European and even
his English counterpart, does not
think of himself as being engaged in a class struggle. The
conflict between him and his
employer is, in most cases, not a
conflict over status but a
straight-out cohflict over the divisions of profit. Union leaders
tend, therefore, to be the same
sort of people who, if things had
worked out differently, might
have become factory superintendents or chairmen of corporate
boards of directors. Some of
them are even active members of
the Republican party.
On the whole, we see no reason to fear a re-united labor
movement except that all gigantic organizations which enjoy a
monopoly position tend to become sluggish, bureaucratic, opportunistic, a n d self-satisfied.
Conceived in compromise, the
A.F.L.-C.I.O. could easily become a creature of compromise,
an organization existing for the
sake of its own existence rather
than for any service it might per-
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form for its members. Critics of
the merger have, as a matter of
fact, pointed to this potential
danger.
Meanwhile, labor has a powerful voice with which to speak on
those matters which affect its
welfare. Let us hope that the
voice will speak sanely and responsibly .
~

Colorado Project
With Bernard de Voto dead, it
is up to some of the rest of us to
carry on the struggle for the wise
use of our country's natural resources. And the principal battleground for this struggle is in our
Western states where we have a
long history of boondoggling
and irresponsible messing-around
with Nature.
In our judgment, the Upper
Colorado basin project, presently
before the Congress, is a prime
example of a boondoggle. At a
time when one of our major national problems is surplus farm
production, the federal bureau of
reclamation is proposing to irrigate mountain and desert areas
in Wyoming, Colorado, Utah,
and New Mexico-almost 600,000
acres of land in an area, some of
which has a growing season of
less than two months. Estimated
costs of the project run up to
four billion dollars with indi-
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vidual sections running as high
as $5,000 per acre.
Two major objections could
be raised against the project, we
believe. The first is that there is
no present evidence of need for
additional agricultural land. The
second is that there is an abundance of land more suitable for
agriculture but presently unused
in the Midwest. Here there is no
problem of climate and there are
the many advantages which derive from nearness to the consuming markets. If the time
should come when additional
land is needed, this is the land
to which we might most reasonably turn.
A third objection, less compelling perhaps because it is
more regional in character, is
that the use of waters from the
Upper Colorado basin for irrigation would probably draw
away river water which is desperately needed by the heavily
populated areas of southern California. One may have his own
opinions on whether a thing like
Los Angeles ought or ought not
to be encouraged, but the point
·is that it is there and it seems
' pointless to damage one region
in order to improve another.
We offer no predictions on
what the Congress will do with
this proposal. Americans have a
kind of blind certainty that irri-

ga tion is A Good Thing, and
Western senators carry considerable weignt. It is possible, therefore, that the project will be approved, at least in modified ~
form. We are not naive enough ._
to suppose that we are going to
get anybody aroused enough -.
about the proposal to take even
,such minimal action as writing
his congressman, but at least we ~
would like to register our own
conviction that the project is not • ·
in the national interest.

.

The Ca ndidates
This being the first month of
a presidential election year, we
shall have to accept the fact that
those strange people we see mi- I>
grating back and ·forth across the
land are what the press has been
saying they are, candidates. The
question now is, what to do
about them? One can't altogether "
ignore them. At the same time,
one just can't take them as seriIf
ously as they seem to be taking
themselves.
..

4

Here is W . Averell (Honest
Ave) Harriman, for instance. "'
What are we going to do with
Honest Ave? Obviously we can't f
make him President. On the
~
other hand, controlling as he
does the convention votes of all I'
of those New York Democrats we
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can't just pretend that he isn't
there.

And here, back in Capistrano
right on the dot, is that one
swallow that doesn't make a summer, Senator Estes Kefauver.
Men who know their politicians
well have said that Nature lavished her labors upon him to produce the perfect Vice-President.
But Estes doesn't want to be
Vice-President. He wants to be
'" President.
Over on the other side of the
fence is the boy with the dog.
Richard M. Nixon has earned
every merit badge that a Boy
Scout could earn but he doesn't
want to be an Eagle Scout. He,
too, appears to have a presidential gleam in his eyes, a! though it
is rather hard to tell whether
that is what it is because he mists
up easily.
And then there is another boy
over there, looking askance at
the boy with the dog. William F.
Knowland gives the impression
of having been told that, in this
land of ours, any sober, hardworking boy can hope to arrive
al the very Lop. There being in
"t our national life no more sober
person, and few more hardworking, the senior Senator from
California may well expect the
finger of Destiny to land heavily
upon his shoulder.
We feel rather sorry for all of
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these hopefuls because the
chances are that all of their
sweating and heavy breathing is
going to come under the general
heading of Love's Labor Lost. As
far as we can see, if Adlai Stevenson can repress his sense of
humor, he is a shoo-in for the
Democratic nomination, and if
President Eisenhower can reconcile himself to the idea of dying
young he is a cinch for the Republican nomination. It seems to
us that the boy who is on the
right track is Senator Humphrey,
from Minnesota, who is so far
the only avowed candidate for
the Vice-Presidency.
~

Bu mper Crop
Professor Ruth Riemer, of
UCLA, has been studying birth
rates. Her findings, while not
surprising, are interesting. Essentially, what she finds is that
the present child-bearing generation is a singularly fertile one.
Last year, for instance, almost as
many American women were
having their second child as were
having their first, a situation
unique since the establishment
of modern birth-reporting systems.
Dr. Riemer concludes that if
today's birth rate is maintained,
American women may have families as large as those of their
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grandparents and great-grandparents. Just last year, she found,
a surprisingly large number of
women had their fifth child.
These facts, as we say, are
probably not surpnsmg. Evidences of the "baby boom" are
all about us and, for many of us,
under feet. The interesting question is, "Why this reversal of the
pattern (and, therefore, the attitudes) of our parents?"
We don't know the answer, except that it seems to us that there
is such a thing as the personality
of a generation, just as there are
individual personalities. It would
be very easy at this point to say
some things about our own generation which would constitute
at least implied criticisms of the
generation of our fathers. We
don't want to do that because we
are too conscious of the debt of
gratitude which we owe to our
parents. But we do rather like,
even admire, some of the qualities which we have found in our
own generation and we think
that these qualities may be at
least partially responsible for the
baby boom.
Most obvious of these qualities,
we would say, is a certain levelheadedness which, at its undesirable extreme, exhibits a tendency toward thoughtless conformity. But if you look back a
few years, you will find the men

•
who are fathering the present
crop of babies going about the
nasty business of fighting a war
with a minimum of heroics and
a minimum of breast-beating.
Back froni the wars, these men .,
took up the duties of civilian life
with a mature understanding
that life is nobody's oyster and
that the real satisfactions of life
are to be found in the area of
human relations, rather than in
the manipulation of things. And •
they found wives who had also
been sobered and matured by
loneliness and anxiety and the
hard discipline of having to be
patient.
Young people such as these
wanted children because they
wanted to be creative in an age
of destruction and because they
had learned to marvel at the miracle of life in an age of mass
death. And these needs-the need
to assert the reality of life itself,
if you want to put it that wayhave been more important to our
generation than the need for
things. Most of us have had the
experience of getting along, surprisingly well, without an abundance of things. Most of us have ,_
liberated ourselves from bondage to ambition. We have
learned, with Dr. Panglos, the
enduring satisfaction of tending
our own gardens. We bid each
other godspeed with the injunc-
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tion to "take it easy" and most of
us obey the injunction. We are
not going to knock ourselves out
trying to make a million dollars
or trying to get to the top of the
heap. Let the eager beavers cultivate their ulcers. We're going
to romp with the kids.
~

The Cost of Success
In our generation also there
are still those, of course, who aspire to positions of leadershipin government, in the arts, in
business, in social organizations,
in labor unions. Perhaps it is the
cost we see these men paying for
their success that makes the rest
~ ... of us reluctant to join in the
scramble. For it is a costly thing
..., to rise to the top in our day.
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Dr. Francis J. Braceland, a psychiatrist, has summarized, in an
interview with Arthur J. Snider
of the Chicago Daily News some
of the elements in this cost of
success. Chief among these elements, Dr. Braceland lists the
loss of one's family, and particuuarly the damage done tci the
boys in the family when, for all
practical purposes, they have to
grow up without a father.
One doesn't even have to be
much of a success to pay this
price nowadays. Just lately, one
of our own boys in trying to pin
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down the specific nature of the
heavenly bliss, raised the question of whether there would be
meetings that his father would
have to attend in heaven in the
evenings. Assured that there
probably would not be, he expressed a more earnest longing
for the consummation of the
world.
The other hazards of executive
life have been pointed out often
enough-coronaries, ulcers, colitis, and overweight. Some men
have always been willing to pay
with these for a name on the
door and a Bigelow on the floor.
But more and more men are beginning to consider the price too
high. We may, in years to come,
have trouble filling the top jobs
for which men used to sacrifice
everything.

Ford Grant
Those of us who labor in the
academic vineyards have reason
to be, and are, delighted by the
grant of half a billion dollars
from the Ford Foundation's
funds for increases in faculty
salaries, aid to hospitals, and aid
to medical schools. Nothing that
we are about to say should detract from the expressions of
gratification and gratitude which
have issued from our own and
other campuses.
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But it should be pointed out
that the action of the Ford
Foundation represents an attempt on the part of a publicspirited group of people to correct what they consider a glaring instance of social injustice.
In effect, their action says that
there has been a breakdown in
our economic system, the result
of which is that certain groups
who have contributed greatly to
the common good have been inadequately rewarded for their
contribution. With the resources
at their disposal, they have
undertaken to ameliorate the effects of that breakdown by an
act of philanthropy.
This puts the college teacher
somewhat in the position of the
folks across the track to whom
the more fortunate people in the
community bring food-baskets
from time to time. We are offered, as a gesture of private
generosity, what we feel we have
earned as a matter of social justice. That this is the case is not
the fault of the Ford Foundation and does not in any way diminish our gratitude toward the
Foundation. But it does raise

the question of whether our society, as a whole, is prepared to
accept the evaluation which the
Foundation has placed upon the
worth of the private college and
its teachers.
It would be unfortunate if the
wide-spread publicity given to
this grant, large as it is, should
create the false impression that
instructional salaries have now
been set at satisfactory levels.
The Foundation itself tried to •
make clear in the statement accompanying the announcement
of these grants that it was attempting to dramatize the criti- """('
cal need for improvement of
faculty salaries. The need is still
there. So long as college faculty
members find themselves writing
letters of recommendation for ._
graduating seniors who will be
earning more in training programs than their instructors are )-.
earning after many years of
teaching, the need will still be 'there. One foundation, no matter how wealthy or how generous, can not meet the need by
itself. Society must choose
whether to reward or penalize its
teachers.
•
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The weather forecasters have
predicted that we are in for a
rough Winter. We can expect
lower temperatures and more
snow. These forecasters can be
divided into two groups, the
meteorologists and the nature
observers. The meteorologists
came up with this prediction
after a study of the winds in the
stratosphere and other scientific
phenomena. T h e nature observers made the same prediction after watching the actions
of squirrels and other animals
who, since early Fall, have been
storing up nuts and other edibles
for the snow and cold months
ahead. Even the almanac people
concur with the forecast of snow
and cold weather.

A L F R E D

R.

L 0 0 M A N

not like a wintry Winter will be
happy to know that I've done the
one thing that should counteract all of these forces. For Christmas we bought sleds for our
boys. Nothing holds back the
snow like the gift of a sled. I
know that from experience and
from long observation.
When I was nine years old I
got my first "store" sled. Previously I had been coasting
around on a home-built affair
that wasn't the same thing at all
as a "store" . sled. As a matter of
fact, that wooden, home-made
sled was a good bit better than
any manufactured sled I've ever
seen, but the other boys had the
manufactured kind which colored my opinion considerably.
This new sled was a beauty with
clean lines and a great amount

And now I've spoiled it for all
of them. Those of you who do
11
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of red paint trim and I could
hardly wait to try it out.
That was many years ago, and
in those days, as all of you know
who are now old enough to have
faulty memories about the days
'of your early youth, it always
snowed ten times more than
it does now. But it didn't that
year. I ran to the window each
morning after Christmas looking
for snow and it was almost a
month before we got enough to
use a sled on. It was a wonderful
sled and I got many years' use
out of it. In those years I must
have travelled close to a hundred
miles by sled.
Our favorite pastime then was
to hitch rides on the coal wagons.
There were trucks and cars by
that time, but they stayed off the
streets when snow was on the
ground and coal was always delivered by wagon. A group of us
boys would scout around looking for a wagon and it wasn't too
difficult to find one for there
were quite a few delivering coal
around town. You could hear
from blocks away the rumble of
the coal going down the chute
into the basement, which tipped
off the location of a wagon.
When the unloading was completed, we were standing by,
waiting. The driver would warn
us away rather half-heartedly, as
if he were only complying with

directions from his boss and
knew that his words were falling
on deaf ears. As soon as the
wagon started off we ran one
end of a rope, attached to our
sleds, through any projection on
the back of the coal wagon.
Then, holding the end of the
rope, we jumped back onto our
sleds and rode merrily off to the
coal sheds.
Since there were almost no
cars around, this wasn't a dangerous pastime and I never heard of
anyone being hurt as a result of
hitching a ride on a wagon. I'm
ure the driver en joyed having
us on despite his warning, for
when the path in the road was
firm he set the horses to trotting
which gave us a little faster ride.
What a thrill! The only noise
came from the clomping sound
of the horses' hoofs and the
ringing of the bells on the harness. We would ride to within a
block of the coal shed and then
release our ropes because we
didn't wa nt to get the driver in
trouble. When a loaded wagon
came out for another trip we
hitched on again for a ride back.
Hitch ing rides on wagons is a
Lh ing of the past, but I still enjoy snow. In fact, I'm a nut
abo ut it. I've always wanted to
be snowbo und to see what it
would be like. Finally, a few
years ago, our town was snow-
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bound for at least a day two
years in a row, but those happened to be the two years we
were in California.
I can enjoy and appreciate a
landscape in spring, summer, or
fall, but I like it best when it's
covered with snow. We associate
our most attractive snows with
New England and the countryside there is very beautiful under
a white covering, but two of the
most attractive and spectacular
snowfalls I've witnessed were in
Scotland.
About twelve years ago I was
in Scotland and I was visiting in
a home on the edge of Edinburgh one night in January. It
was late when I left the house
and there was no transportation
available to the hotel where I
was staying, but the idea of the
several-mile walk in a str<Jnge
city appealed to me because a
light snow had fallen during
the evening and the out-of-doors
was beautiful. There was only
an inch or so of snow, but a few
flakes were still falling and a full
moon, its light only partially obscured by a thin layer of clouds,
gave all the light necessary.
If an artist had painted that
scene of Edinburgh in the moonlight and under a coat of snow,
just as it was, he would be accused of wild Romanticism, because it was unbelievably beauti-
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ful. The tiled roofs of the stone
houses were all covered with
white and only wisps of smoke
came from the chimneys to add a
little color. Snow clung to the
edges of the panes of the dormer
windows. The town was completely quiet. In those several
miles I met no one and saw not
one car. When I reached the
·Princess Gardens I had the winding paths to myself and I could
stop for as long as I wanted looking at the snow on the arches
in the garden and looking high
up to where the Edinburgh
castle, outlined in snow, looked
every inch a fairy castle.
A month later, I was aboard a
ship anchored just off the Firth
of Clyde in Scotland in a lake
known as Loch Long. The name
is not too imaginative since it
merely describes the attenuated
shape of the lake. The width of
the lake is a little less than a
mile, but it is several miles long.
On the east shore, hills roll up
from the shoreline to a height of
1000 feet. On the west shore the
hills are higher and, in both
cases, the hills are called mountains locally. These hills are
beautifully shaped, rolling, and
with a smooth surface interrupted here and there by an outcropping of rock. Even in February much of the grass on the
hills was green.
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Around ten o'clock one morning a heavy snowfall began and
it lasted for hours. It was such
a heavy fall that we could see
no more than twenty feet from
the ship. We were anchored in
the center of the lake, less than
a half mile from either shore,
but we might as well have been
existing in a world of white all
our own. When the s n o w
stopped, around four m the
afternoon, we had accumulated
a foot of snow on our decks.
The snow stopped instantly, as
if on signal, and the clouds
cleared almost immediately. The
sun came out and the scenery
around us was almost too breathtaking to believe. Because of the
contrast with the snow, the sky
was an unusually dark blue and
completely clear except for small
puffy clouds that gave the appearance of being pain ted on.
The hillsides were heavily
covered with snow and the
boughs of the firs and evergreens were bent with the
weight. Where a rock outcropping sheltered the hillside a
patch of dark green showed
clearly and the gorse growing
wild on the hills added a touch
of deep yellow.
On the west shore, Blairmore
village at the foot of Blairmore
hill resembled an idealized Alpine village; the tendrils of blue

smoke coming from the chimneys
of the peak-roofed houses were
the only signs of life. By the
smoke from their fires other farm
cottages huddled m the hills
could be spotted, and around
each cottage and barn a few
cattle waited patiently for someone to bring them food.
What made this scene even
more spectacular was that it was
all reflected m the lake. The
water of Loch Long, often so
rough and turbulent, was perfectly smooth, and every detail
on the hillsides was faithfully reflected on the surface.
That night a full moon came
out in the clear sky and the
panorama was reproduced again
in the waters of the lake. Even
the snow covered peaks of Ben
Donich and Ben Arthur, two
1700-foot mountains a couple of
miles away at the head of the
lake, were reflected in the water.
For me to enjoy it, a snowfall
doesn't have to be as spectacular
as those two were, because I like
snow under any and all conditions, except when it has been
trodden too long by man ahd
his machines. In giving those
sleds for Christmas, I may have
reduced the snowfall in the immediate area for this year, but
I doubt it. However, the situation is easily remedied. If the
snow is a little too skimpy this
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year, I can always plan to take a
short trip or to invite relatives
over for a visit. In either case we
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can expect anywhere from six to
ten inches of snow on very short
notice.

FARM BROTHER
On the farm porch people sit
And speak of memories,
When as boys they chased their breaths,
And girls were pigtail-wise.
In the summer twilights now
They silhouette their words
Against the gauze of flowers
And strange black-silver birds.
Here at night with humble folk
God comes to be a part
0£ family life and like
A brother leaves His heart.
MARION SCHOEBERLEIN

HAIKU: Petals of Dream
By

RoBERT

Haiku are classical Japanese
verses of three lines with a syllabic pattern of five-seven-five.
These poems overpower us with
the essence of nature: touching
us with her silence and gripping
us with her presence; they are so
concise and so precise that
Westerners usually find haiku
unintelligible.
There is no rhyme in haiku.
The composition of the Japanese
language provides overtones and
structural melody in a manner
difficult to explain; it must be
felt and heard. Here is a sample
by Basho (No. 7 in the following
translations):
(5) Ko-no mi-chi ya
(7) yu-ku hi-to na-shi ni
(5) a-ki no ku-re
Dashes denote syllables. The
presence of many vowel sounds
produces a musical quality and a
rhythm which could become inarticulate and clogged by the introduction of artificial rhyme.
Representing a form perfected
in the 18th Century, classical
haiku rely as much on imagery
and symbolism as they do on surface form, the 5-7-5 syllabic pat16
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tern. Their inner imagery and
symbolism is woven into a spirit
which seems to pervade all of
Japanese esthetics. It is the spirit
of Haiku, the spirit of the Japa·
nese: so different from the spirit
of the Westerner and his poetry.
The Occidental uses, the Japanese appreciates; we go to pick
flowers, the Japanese goes to look
at and to admire them. We revel
in touching the surface, the
Japanese delights in drinking in
the very soul. . .never touching
for fear of marring the beauty,
and yet inexplicably successful
in p o s s e s s i n g, if vicariously,
the entire essence of his attention.
Where the Occidental would
describe the universe and point
to all its flowers as marks of
beauty, the Japanese would
point to a single flower-or better, to one part of a flowerand thus capture the reality of
the entire universe. Our poetry
builds cathedrals, Japanese poet-.
ry leaves trails for the imagination. But haiku bring us nature's
silence and make us feel her
presence as they speak forever of

l
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an essence which transcends our
own limited dimensions.
Classical haiku are as bound to
the changing seasons as they are
to the religious insights of the
poets. Almost every haiku offers
a frame of reference so we can
correctly associate the experience
with a definite season. Almost
every poem can likewise be interpreted in some spiritual, in
some religious way, for the Japanese orientates his experience
about the nature of nature and
the nature of his soul. On the
other hand, we Westerners tend
to orientate our experiences
about our things and our hopes.
Thus one finds the Japanese
writing of petals, while the
Westerner writes of social issues.
In Japanese poetry, meaning
is sometimes less important than
the finesse with which something
is stated, the charm of a statement depending on what may
not have been said. To the Japanese, life is a burden to be borne,
and nature (a source of refuge
and also the well of tragedy) offers communion and peace. It is
through haiku that the changing
soul of man finds changeless
identification with nature. That
is perhaps why haiku are at once
more brittle than petals and yet
as hard as a monolith of diamond.
In haiku a Japanese finds the

presence and the essence of nature as he escapes into her
silence; it would be difficult to
find a more worthy or noble aim
in any poetry.

• • •
The originals lack punctuation and capitalization due to
the peculiar nature of the Japanese language. Introduction of
these devices unfortunately lends
the danger of subjective interpretation, and therefore it is with
reluctance that these poems find
birth in a form to which they are
not accustomed.
Although, to some extent,
translation is an experience of
re-creation, an attempt (however fragile) has been made to let
their soul remain untouched in
its line: in the form of feeling
which creates the poem anew at
every reading. Here are ten different haiku from the minds of
ten different classical poets:
1. Ryota
Coming home angry
I see in my garden
a willow.
2. Koyu-ni
Stone Mountain:
the moon and fireflies
are everywhere.
3. Issa
Come with me
and play,
motherless sparrow.
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4. Sokyu
Fall moves on
leaving the hop of sparrows
in the grass.
5. Sute-jo
On a snowy morning there
is repetition of the numeral
''2'' ...
tracks of geta.
6. Shiki
At trees' end:
splitting fireflowers
bloom into nothing.
7. Basho
On this road
nobody goes anywhere
in late fall.
8. Kikaku
Lot a bright moon.
On the strawmats
are pineshadows.
9. Onitsura
Come! Come!
I call to fireflies,
but they fly away.
10. Mokudo
In springwindgoing gently am o n g the
barleyare sounds of water.
NOTES:
1. Is there anything softer than
spring willows? What would
be m o r e appropriate to
soothe anger?
2. Softness-hardness; this poem
delicately balances the two.
And these things are cool:
the moonlight, the moun-

tain, and the firefly light.
3. The sparrow fears obedience,
for man's world is too much
a part of the unknown. This,
too, is how Buddha calls
man.
4. Fall has left the fields with
only the sound of birds hopping about. Autumnal brittleness translates what was
beautiful to the eyes into
something beautiful to the
ears.
5. The numeral 2 in Japanese
looks like an equal sign (=).
Geta are wooden clogs: a flat
platform above two stilt-like
cross pieces. When these
cross pieces touch the snow
an equal sign (tl1e numeral
2) is born. Even in the snow
people are outdoors wearing
only geta, these clogs, on
their feet.
6. "Fireflower" is the Japanese
word for firecracker. The
color and pageantry of the
nightsky are left for the
reader's imagination.
7. Perhaps on one of Basho's
travels the poet longed to
meet somebody. He seems to
laugh at himself for going
somewhere in the cold loneliness.
8. The moon is far away, yet
very close, as it prints the
softness of pines near Kikaku's feet.
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9. Like the sparrows in number
3, the fireflies are of a different world; 0 nits u r a
would like to enter theirs,
but cannot. And they cannot enter his.
10. Barley fields ripen in spring.
Is this only the sound of
grain fingered by wind, or
the desire of the barley
plants for spring rain?
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Haiku are petals of dream,
leaves of imagination, twigs
broken from nature herself.
Their stature as pure poetry is
rivalled only by their delicate
conciseness . . . into which has
been crammed nature's presence,
her silence-her essence. And yet,
in each verse, there is room for
the whole world.

DEATH IS THE LEVELER
The Chinese coolie is here in the lilies,
The King of Spain emeralds the grass;
The pauper, the peasant, the beggar
Conjure the stalk, the seed or the flower;
The magician waves his blue wand of silence
Over the good, the indifferent, the clumsy ;
If the moss of remembrance has taken the stone
And covered neatly the name of the dead,
The wind and the moon are given priority
To shine over the kingdom of death
And men are the substance of stars.
ORlAN DEPLEDGE

Can You Read The Bible?
By

CALVIN

T.

RYAN

State College, Kearney, Nebraska

It is hardly an exaggeration to
say that the Bible is the most
poorly read book in the world.
The charge holds whether
one thinks of the articulation,
speech rhythms, and pronunciation of the reader, or of his lack
of background so necessary in
interpretation.
Doubtless this inability to read
God's Word has something to do
with the varied interpretations
of passages in the Bible, and is
responsible for the many passages that are lost entirely from
lack of knowing how to read
them. Likewise, this inability
and faulty knowledge of reading the Bible partly accounts for
many of the objections raised in
1952 when the Revised Standard
Version first appeared. The
translators of the King James
Version in 1611 met with the
same abuse, and for about the
same reasons, as those of 1952.
We must remember that
language changes from day to
day, both in the actual meaning
of the words and in their connotations. Noah Webster thought
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the language of the King James
Version needed revising, especially those parts which are embarrassing to read in a mixed
group. Interestingly en o ugh,
when Webster modified and
"modernized" the language used
by the King James translators
his diction failed to appeal, and
today we read Webster's Bible
as a curiosity. Such are the
whims of individual translators,
and such are the whims of the
English language.
Therefore one of the things we
should know when we go to read
the Bible is the edition, the
translation, t h e language in
which it was written. While some
of the familiar language of the
King James Version, perhaps
even some of its beauty, is
missed when we turn to the Revised Standard Version, the latter is the language that most
modern readers can understand
without making transfers in
\\·ore! meaning. J am willing to
[orego my delight in the King
James Version for the sake of our
youth who will find the Revised

.
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Standard Version more understandable.
When one turns to the Egyptian Hymns and Prayers, or to
the Didactic and Wisdom literature of Oriental peoples, before
or during the same time as that
of similar literary genres found
in our Old Testament, one discovers there a close relationship
both in thought and form.
L e a r n i n g that likeness, we
should be better able to understand similar literature in our
Bible.
Suppose we are being concerned about reading Ecclesiastes. Despite the many theories of
the book and of the author, the
best way to read the book is in
the light of the cultural milieu in
which the writer lived. We know
something of the Egyptians,
Syrians, and Mesopotamians of
the same period, and we can
safely conclude those who lived
in Palestine could not have been
greatly different.
We find that the common way
of writing such literature was
that of the variety in mood, such
as one passage of cool skepticism,
followed by unimpeachable orthodox sentiments in the very
next. That explanation is preferred to the one which finds in
the book the interpolations, apparently added at some later
time to make it acceptable to the
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orthodox. Despite the interpretations of some of the Church
Fathers, not many scholars of
our day find in Ecclesiastes any
teaching of the Trinity and the
Atonement.
Knowing how to read Wisdom
literature makes of our Ecclesiastes, Job, and Proverbs a pleasure to read and not a puzzle.
The Apocryphal books of Ecclesiasticus and the Wisdom of
Solomon become enlightening
when we understand the conditions under which they were
written, the intention of the
authors, outside influences on
Hebrew thought, and, perhaps,
even why they are not Canonical
for Protestants and are Canonical for Roman Catholics. According to both Jeremiah and
Ezekiel, the Wisemen were rated
on a par with the priests and the
prophets as teachers of t h e
people.
I think we shall not find in the
Bible any direct statement to the
effect that we are not to use all
the knowledge, and all the com~non sense, we have whenever we
read or study it. Nor is there any
implication that we are to bar
the use of our knowledge. It is
safe to assume that there is
nothing occult or mysterious in
it. The advice is simple: "But his
delight is in the law of the
Lord; and in His law doth he
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meditate day and night." According to the rabbinic saying,
"The Torah speaks the language
of the children of men." In a
broad and comprehensive sense,
the dictum stands even for
Christians.
The Bible was the text of the
Hebrews, and, also, an essential
part of their synagogue worship.
Biblical passages were in their
daily prayers, and Scriptural lessons were assigned for holyda)'s
and special occasions.
According to Eusebius, the
Christians in Rome prevailed
upon Mark to put into writing
the teachings of Peter, and to
have portions read in their services, and Peter agreed. Instead
of having some one recite the
Scripture, he could now read
the Scripture. So the early Christians were at first influenced in
their services by what they knew
of the synagogue services, but
gradually they accepted some
changes, such as the one just
mentioned.
How do you read? Certain
chapters on certain days? The
;Bible from cover to cover? Have
you ever tried just browsing
·through the Bible? Of course,
browsing should supplement the
daily reading and study. It has
been my experience that I have
found many gems in browsing
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that I had overlooked in my general reading.
The important thing is just
how one reads. One can read
the Bible as one reads other
books, and one can find much
enjoyment in the experience,
for there are adventure stories in
it, beautiful and inspiring poetry, love stories unexcelled, and
fascinating biography. But one
can't read the Bible as one reads
other books. As educators would
say, Bible reading requires a different "skill." The more knowledge of the Book that one takes:
to the Bible, the more understanding he will be able to receive from his reading.
While there are 66 canonical
books in the Protestant Bible,
covering the events of many
hundred years, written by shepherd boys, kings, physicians, and
evangelists, those books form a
certain unity. It is possible to
take isolated verses and prove
many strange things, and unhappily just such mangling has
been done. From such reading
we may even get a proliferation
of sects and denominations.
One should be reluctant to
read too many meanings in isolated passages, or even in isolated books. One who lacks knowledge of the Old Testament may
find many hard and difficult
sayings in the New Testament.
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Those who gave us our New
Testament had in the back of
their minds many reverberations
of the Old. They must have
taken for granted that those to
whom they spoke, and for whom
they wrote, knew their Old Testament. It is unfortunate that we
have speakers and writers occasionally who say we should dispense with the Old Testament.
The Old Testament is vindicated by Jesus as quoted in Luke
XXIV:44.

••

Taking the popular, and often
the illiterate, connotation of
words, some readers of the Bible
cringe at the use of myths and
legends. For all such, those two
words mean something that is
untrue, false, therefore cannot
be associated with the Bible,
"every word of which is true."
Such readers are willing to speak
of prose and poetry in the Bible;
some will grant the r e are
"stories" in it, but shy away from
the use of "short story," even
while reading one of the most
technically perfect short stories
in any language-the Prodigal
Son; or the most lovable, most
lyrical of all short stories-Ruth;
or one of the most revengeful
short stories in any languageEsther.
If one will ask himself, Why
wouldn't the inspired writers of
the Bible use all fonns known to
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man in which to present the
greatest ethical, religious, and
inspiring ideas of God? perhaps
he might understand better how
to read the Bible.
With the exception of what
we know as drama, one finds all
types of literature in the Bible.
One finds history, story, lyric
poetry, dramatic poetry, essay,
and one type not found in other
literature, namely, prophecy. In
the New Testament we have
biography, history, letters, and a
type not found elsewhere, namely apocalyptic.
One doesn't read all types the
same way. One who tries to read
Jeremiah as one reads Job, or
one who tries to read Philemon
as one reads Revelation, will
certainly have a very unsatisfactory experience.
Doubtless many people, if
asked their favorite book of the
Old Testament, (perhaps of the
whole Bible), would answer
Psalms. The Shepherd Psalm is
so familiar to most Protestants
that it has become an elemental
part of their religious knowledge. Protestants unfamiliar with
the Douay Version of the Bible
can't understand why Roman
Catholics do not go round
quoting the Twenty-third Psalm!
One finds a difference in the
numbering of most of the Psalms
in the Roman Catholic Douay,
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and the Shepherd Psalm is the
twenty-second.
We may know the longest
Psalm is the 119th, the shortest
is the 117th; the 46th is the Reformation Psalm, because it is
the basis of Luther's great
hymn; that Jesus quoted the
22nd Psalm while on the Cross;
that the 29th Psalm is called the
"Lord of the Seven Thunders,"
or the Thunderstorm Psalm. We
may know that the Psalms are in
five parts, each closing with a
doxology, with the 150th Psalm
being the doxology for t h e
whole collection. And if we
have that knowledge, we should
remember that it is purely external; nice to know, but one
can derive both pleasure and
spiritual values from the Psalms
without being aware of those
things.
We may know about the
Psalms that call down God's vengeance, wrath, and utmost destruction upon the enemies of
the writer, but do we know the
explanation?
Do I not hate them that hate
thee, 0 Lord?
And do I not loathe them
that rise against thee?
And there we have the answer:
Their enemies were God's enemies, and vice versa, and crying
1.
2.

Terrien, Samuel,
Ibid p. 40.

out for vengeance upon their
enemies was a means of showing
their concern for their God. We
group our enemies, as when we
pray for God's help in fighting
intemperance; the Hebrews
would pray the equivalent of,
"0 Lord, get that man Storz!"
In such a splendid help as
Samuel Terrien's (1) "The
Psalms and Their Meaning For
Today," or the equally valuable
one, "The Psalms" by John P.
Milton, one finds evidence of
the perfect harmony and technique of Psalm 29, unquestionable proof of "conscious authorship."
In our times of uncertainty,
our loss of faith in anything
ever being permanent again, one
can do worse than read the
Psalms with their absolute trust
in the Lord. God is always in
complete control of the world
for the writers of the Psalter.
(2) "Before one of nature's most
awesome phenomena," Dr. Terrien says, "the Hebrew poet does
not beg for protection. He does
not even display the elemental
fear which most probably shakes
his frame. Whatever the terror
may be, he conquers it and uses
the thunderstorm as an occasion
not for hysteria but for praise
and contemplation."

"The Psalms and Their Meaning for Today," p. 39.
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There seems to be little time
or occasion in the ordinary Sunday School period for instruction in How To Read The Bible.
There is no instruction in the
interpretation of the Bible in
our public schools. Not many
parents take the time to instruct
their children, even though they
may be qualified. Consequently,
what else shall we expect but another generation growing up
lacking in any knowledge of How
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To Read The Bible?
Unfortunately most of the
books on the Bible, or the origin
of the Bible, are expensive. Most
of the Introductions require a
background not found among
lay leaders. Many of the denominational publishers are trying
to meet the need of modern
readers, and are bringing out
satisfactory books at a much lower price than those of the commercial publishers.

EXPRESS
Eye's rapier cuts
an urgent path
with blade-light.
The long scream alerts
the invaded hamlet.
Clickety-clacketies
crescendo; the shrieks
split the way.
Decrescendo is
the loose clack
and hollow echo
of cancelled distance,
the motorcade rushing
each cradled sleeper
to his vital assignation.
-E. W.

NoRTHNAGEL

Viking and Rus.
By

WALTER

F.

c.

AnE

Associate Professor of German
Valparaiso University

Almost every schoolboy is familiar with the term "viking"period in European history,
which may be dated roughly
from 750 A.D. to 1050 A.D. It
was during these three centuries
that distinctively Norse traditions and speech were transplanted to other lands. In this
three hundred year period bands
of hardy Scandinavian adventurers carried out the Norse expansion in Europe and overseas,
sometimes in forces large enough
to be called armies, sometimes in
smaller marauding bands. Their
piratical and warlike forays were
made chiefly in search of plunder, but also to procure new
lands for purposes of settlement.
They saw no wrong in so doing,
for piracy and conquest such as
this had long been an honorable
foi:m of enterprise among the seafaring Germanic peoples.
But what is the etymology of
the word "viking"? Some experts
would derive it from the Old
Norse vikingrJ which in turn Is
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thought to come from vigJ a
fight, a battle", and cognate with
the Old English wig) "war," and
Latin vic-) a form of (vic)tum
and vincereJ "to conquer". Vincere in turn is the nasalized
form of the basic hypothetical
form •wic-, as in the Latin Perfect Tense form of vincereJ viciJ
"I have conquered", which is
cognate with the Gothic weihan
and Old English and Old High
German wiganJ "to fight." The
proponents of this derivation
support their claim by referring
to the "warlike" expeditions of
these bold Norsemen, and the
analogy would seem to be correct and admirably fitting.
In passing it should be stated
that viking is sometimes also
popularly but erroneously confused with sea-king) as though
the second element in both
words were the same. There is
in reality no connection between
the two words.
Other investigators have preferred to connect the word vik-
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ing etymologically with the Old many and extensive. The NorNorse vik, "a bay." A viking is man historians Dudo and Guiltherefore to be construed as laume de Jumieges state that almeaning "one who haunts creeks ready as early as the first quaror bays". The consensus on the ter of the sixth century A.D.
part of research scholars in the Swedish pirates made a raid on
field of etymology would seem to the Rhineland, but according to
favor this derivation as the information in the Old English
more correct one.
poem Beowulf (1) they were in
Investigation of the term vik- the end driven back and deing has shown that it was ap- feated. Jacobsen (2) reports that
parently common Germanic, and even before 700 A.D. Norwegian
that it is, moreover, considerabiy vikings had already settled in
older than the Norse period of the Shetland Islands. In succesexpansion beginning in the year sion the coasts of almost every
750 A. D. and ending approxi- country in Europe were ravaged:
mately 1050 A.D. which is com- -Denmark (where viking settlers
monly known as the viking age. in turn became Danish vikings),
The Old English form wicing England, France, Germany, Scotis found in texts that are earlier land and Ireland. They settled
in date than the Norse viking the Orkneys, the Shetlands, and
raids, namely in uuicingsceada the Hebrides, and continued
("pirate") in early eighth cen- their great adventure southward
tury glosses, in Widsith (proba- through the Straits of Gibraltar
bly as the name of a tribe), and to the shores of Italy. Not conin Exodus. The word is found tent with confining their forays
also in Old Frisian in the form to Europe, their almost incrediwitsing, and in Old High Ger- ble hardiness and stamina took
man of the eighth century in the them across the seas in open
personal name Wichinc.
boats to colonize Iceland, from
Without delving into the where they in turn discovered
causes of their sudden activity, and colonized Greenland. In a
it is recorded in Saxo Grammati- word, their zest for adventure,
cus that the raids and conquests plunder, and settlements had
of the vikings in the west were goaded them on to make their
1.

2.

Cf. Beowulf: An Anglo-Saxon Poem, 11.1203-1215 (p. 38), 11. 2355-2373
(pp. 73-74), and 11. 2911-2922 (pp. 90-91), ed. James A Harrison and
Robert Sharp, Boston: Ginn, Heath & Co., 1883.
Jakobsen, Shetlandsernes Stednavne, Aarbger, 1901.
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way as far west as America by
986 A.D. (five centuries before
Columbus started his historic
voyage of discovery!), and as far
north as Spitzbergen.
This viking onslaught was not
however confined to the west.
The eastern voyages and exploits
of these robust adventurers are
perhaps even more remarkable
than their forays in the west. This
is certainly true insofar as the
etymologist is concerned.
The first time we hear of them
in the east is approximately 865
A.D. when a band of Swedish
vikings under Hroereker (more
commonly known as Ruric) was
settled in a colony in northeastern Europe, the chief city of
which was Holmgardhr (the
modern Novgorod). Shortly
thereafter another horde of vikings founded a kingdom at
Koenurgardhr (the modern
Kiev) on the route to Constantinople. The Swedes had long
used this route, following the
river Dyna by boat, then portaging to the Dnieper, and thence
southward by way of Kiev to the
Black Sea.
In 882 A.D. this second colony
at Koenngardhr was conquered
by Hroerekr's successor Helgi
(Oleg), and, as a result of this
conquest, Koenugardhr (Kiev)
and not Holmgardhr (Novgorod) became the chief centre of

Swedish conquest in Russia. Helgi's successor Yngvarr (Igor)
welded this n o w combined
colony into a mighty kingdom,
from which base the viking
fleets frequently ravaged and
plundered Byzantine territory
and exacted a large ransom from
Constantinople itself.
In this our study, the significant and important fact is that
it is to the Swedish founders of
this eastern viking kingdom that
Russia owes its name, for the
Swedes were known in the east
as Rus. The East Norse runic inscription circa 1170 A.D., which
was removed from the Pirae us,
Athens, in 1687 to Venice, Italy,
and is preserved in that city as
Th e MaTble Lion, gives factual
evidence as to the correctness of
this etymological dedu ction. The
type of ornamental scroll m
which the inscription is cut
proves beyond reasonable doubt
that it is the work of Swedes.
The English tran slation of this
East Norse rune is as follows:"They cut him down in the
midst of his force; but in the
harbour the men cut runes in
memory of Horsa, a good warrior, by the sea. The Swedes set
this on the lion. He went his way
with good counsel, gold he won
in his travels.
"The warriors cut runes,
hewed them in an ornamental
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scroll. AEskil. .. and Thorlef had
them well cut, they who lived in
Rothrsland .. .. son of... cut these
runes. Ulfr and ... colored them
in memory of Horsa; he won
gold in his travels."
It is the word Rothrslandi
which demands our attention in
the runic inscription above. This
form is the old name of Roslagen, by etymology "the land of
rowing." From their knowledge
of the Roth (r)sland vikings, the
Finns gave to Sweden the Finnish name Ruotsi. From the
same source are derived the Slavonic Rus and the Greek 'Pos
(Rhos), as applied to the Swedish vikings who founded an empire in Russia, a name which has
been retained down to the present time. Compare the Modern
German Russland, the Modern
French la Russie and our Modern English noun Russia. The
name in the runic inscription,
however, likely refers to the
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original district in Sweden to
which it properly belongs, or as
a synonym for Sweden, rather
than to the colonized Swedish domain in Russia at that time.
In closing it should be remarked that the population of
the eastern empire of the Rus
(Swedish vikings) was, of course,
chiefly Slavonic. As the years
passed the Rus (Swedes) who
had settled there as colonists
gradually lost their Scandinavian
traditions and their language in
the area now known as Russia.
By the beginning of the twelfth
century A.D. the Swedish vikings, as a result of this Slavonic
envelopment, were almost completely merged with the dominant Slavs. Yet, in spite of their
gradual loss of prestige in East
Europe, their name, Rus, has
lived on permanently to designate the vast territory which we
know as Russia.

The Uniqueness of Christianity ..
By
RICHARD SCHEIMANN

j

Instructor in Philosophy
Valparaiso University

One of the most dramatic ut·
terances which attended the
birth of the Christian Church
was the address delivered by the
Apostle Peter to the Jewish
elders who found fault with him
because he had healed a man in
the name of Jesus. The climax of
Peter's testimony, as given in the
fourth chapter of Acts, is reached
in the words: "Neither is there
salvation in any other. For there
is none other name under
heaven, given among m e n,
whereby we must be saved." The
preaching of the Gospel, as exemplified in these words, has
not ceased since those times to
call into being a religion which
is both universal and exclusive.
Universal in the sense that our
Lord is the Savior of all men; exclusive in the sense that salvation is through Him alone. The
history of the Christian Church
is a continuing elaboration of
the ultimacy and exclusiveness of
the claim which the Gospel of
Christ makes upon men. We too
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are part of that history. We too
attempt to give both to the
doubter and to tl1e seeker our
witness concerning the hope
that is within us. In our witnessing what can we say about
Christ and about Christianity
that will gain the attention of
our contemporaries?

~I
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Let us hope that we have progressed beyond the point where
we are likely to say: "Choose
Christ, and you will live a long
and happy life, loved by family
and friends, respected by the
community. Everything you do
will prosper, especially if you
tithe." One look at the life of
our Lord, and at the lives of
some of the saints and martyrs
ought to convince us that the
Christian profession is not so
simple. A response to the Gospel
is not always accompanied by a
life replete with comforts and
middle class virtues.
We would do better to echo
the Apostle and say: "Choose
Christ because there is no one

.
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else who will suffice for your salvation." It happens to be true,
however, that asserting t h e
uniqueness of Christ sooner or
later involves an attempt to describe the uniqueness of Christianity . It is here that educated
Christians must learn to be more
careful with the truth.

•

•
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The uniqueness of Christianity
has often been said to lie in this,
that all non-Christian religions
teach salvation by works, while
Christianity alone teaches salvation by faith. This statement
may be characterized as true if
understood in its most profoundly theological sense. Prayer to
God for rescue, even faith in elivine mercy, if not properly directed, may become part of au
a ttempt to win salvation by
works. Unfortunately attempts
to expatiate upon this most
necessary theological distinction
may result in characterizations
which do not match its pro·
funclity.
For example, many a Christian
clergyman and teacher, including the writer, has ventured at
some time or other to declare:
"Only in Christianity do we find
the idea that a personal God
shows His love for lost creatures
by taking the initiative and by
offering salvation solely on the
basis of His mercy, and not on
the basis of man's merit. Only in
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Christianity do we have God
coming to man. In all other religions man strives to come to
God, to lift himself up by his
own bootstraps, to earn his salvation by righteous deeds. In
Christianity salvation proceeds
,from God to man; in other religions, from man to God. It is
utterly beyond the grasp of man's
imagination, untouched by the
Christian revelation, to conceive
of a God who takes the initiative
in order to save His lost creatures. What a comfort this is to
Christians!"
Comfort? There is much in
this characterization of t h e
uniqueness of Christianity that
offers false comfort. It is simply
not tnte that the idea of a merciful personal deity who takes the
initiative to save mankind has
not entered into the religious
thinking of non-Christian people.
The Bhakti cults of Hinduism
give evidence that millions of
non-Christians have staked their
lives upon a hope for salvation
which is characterized by just
such an idea. Though some
maintain that Bhakti can only
be explained by assuming historical contacts with Christianity, it is noteworthy that this
hypothesis has not been confirmed by historical evidence.
But, apart from the problem
of historical contacts with Chris-
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tian revelation, why should one
suppose that the idea of a merciful God is inaccessible to the
human imagination? C a n n o t
natural man at least speculate
about the three logical possibilities; either salvation is due to
God alone, to man alone, or to
both operating jointly?
Certain non-C h r i s t i a n religions apparently do contain the
idea of a merciful "God," not
only with respect to the deity's
initiative in the process of salvation, but also with respect to salvation's complete independence
of the recipient's moral deeds. In
the Pure Land sects of Japanese
Buddhism it is asserted that salvation may be attained not by
moral works, but simply by unquestioning trust in the mercy of
Amitabha Buddha and by the
devout repetition of his name.
Jesuit missionaries who came to
Japan in the early seventeenth
century found this doctrine so
reminiscent of the Lutheran doctrine of salvation by grace
through faith alone that they
could account for it only by supposing that Satan had miraculously conveyed the Lutheran
"heresy" even to these distant
shores. They were confronted
with the stubborn fact that these
non-Christians hoped for a salvation not dependent upon or
conditioned by their own moral
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deeds. In the twentieth century
Christians are confronted by the
fact that the Shin sect, now the
most powerful in Japanese Buddhism, has further simplified the
formula for salvation. It is now
taught that simple faith in
Amida Buddha is enough to secure that personal deity's full
grace, even without the devotional repetition of his name.
The point being made here is
not that the Bhakti cults of Hinduism or the Pure Land sects of
Buddhism possess doctrines concerning salvation which are
identical in essence with those of
St. Paul. The point here is that
the doctrines concerned do not
conform to the stereotyped notion that all non-Christian religions teach salvation by man's
moral deeds or by his own
strength and initiative. Therefore distinctions between St.
Paul's doctrine of salvation and
the formal parallels to it which
occur in the Hindu and Buddhist sects named above must be
made at a deeper level.
The task of making these distinctions calls for the best efforts of qualified theologians
and historians of religion. Until
the problem is solved by experts
and the solution made available
to non-experts, would it not be
wise for educated Christians to
seek other ways of asserting the
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uniqueness of Christianity? The
employment of untruths or halftruths in Christian witnessing
may prove to be an occasion of
offense to educated non-Christians-and to weak Christians.
Why not render our witness
to the uniqueness of Christianity
by pointing to Christ Himself?
In the shocking spectacle of His
bloody death we see God's justice
and God's mercy reconciled in a
sacrifice for sin. This is the decisive act by a merciful God
which is to serve as the ground of
man's understanding of his religious life. A single non-Christian religion may contain a formal approximation of one or two
of these features, but not of all
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ZEST
The morning
Will need fermenting -But children
Early up
Brew their own
Mad tempest
In pilfered acorn cup.
-GENEVIEVE
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of them taken together and
understood historically. If it be
objected that this characterization yields the tautology that
Christianity is unique because it
is Christianity, then at least it
is a tautology of faith. If it be objected that the idea of salvation
by one decisive, vicarious blood
sacrifice of God's Son is offensive to man's sensibilities, at
least the offense is part of the offense of the cross. After all, it is
the Holy Spirit who must lend
His power to the preaching of
the Gospel. It is our task as
Christians so to witness to God's
grace that we do not add to the
offense of the cross difficulties of
our own making.
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STEPHENS

letter from
.Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
Well, sir, I can't remember
when I was as optimistic about a
new year as I am about 1956. I
have a feeling in my bones that
this is going to be the best year
yet, business-wise, family-wise,
and otherwise. 1955 was good,
but 1956 is going to be better.
I know what you are thinking.
You're thinking that I'm going
to read some religious significance into this streak of good
luck that I have been having and
then you are going to throw
some of your kill-joy theology at
me. Well, I'll stack my experience up against your theorizing
any day and we'll see which pays
off in actual practise.
I claim that we live in a world
of rewards and punishments. It's
just that simple. If I really behave myself in 1956, if I go to
church regularly and loosen up
a little on my giving, I'm going
to prosper. If I sleep through on
Sunday mornings and dole out
just enough to keep the deacons
off my neck, I'll get it in the
neck one way or another. At least
that is the way it always has
worked out in my life.
34

So I am making two New
Year's resolutions. First, I will attend church at least once every
Sunday. Second, for every dollar
I spend on amusement, I will
give a dollar to the church. By
amusement I mean things like
movies and baseball games and
golf and bowling. I don't include
things like television, which are
educational, or parties, which I
always consider a type of business advertising.
I have resolved also not to get
into any trouble with Rev. Zeitgeist this year. When I look back
upon the past, I can see that
maybe I wasn't quite fair with
him. I sure wouldn't want any of
my employees trying to run my
business, and maybe I oughtn't
to be interfering with the way
Rev. Zeitgeist wants to run his
church. He's young and he belongs to another generation and
I guess I will just have to realize
that churches change from one
generation to another just like
anything else changes.
I want to thank you for the
Christmas present. It is beautiful and it must have set you
back quite a sum. I'll try to get
around to reading it as soon as
things settle down but I'll have
to admit that it scares me a little.
I have never read any Luther before, but I hear it is pretty tough
stuff and Zeitgeist says he has
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given it up because it just confuses him.
I hope you enjoyed my present. It was very hard to buy for
you because, naturally, I couldn't send you any of the things
that normal people would enjoy.
It was only by sheer luck that I
came across this gadget. There
were no instructions with it, but
the clerk said that you could
hang it on the wall or, in case
you already have a wall cross,
you can use it as a letter-opener.
You've probably noticed that the
long part of the upright is
ground down to a cutting point.
By the way, we did have our
Christmas Eve program after all.
Pastor worked out a compromise
whereby the Ladies Aid was
given complete charge of all of
the decorating except the tree,
and the Young Married Peoples
Club was given complete charge
of the tree. Neither side was
completely satisfied with the arrangement, but at least they ac-
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cepted it for this year with the
provision that a committee will
study the whole matter for next
year. Myself, I think that the
young folks are getting altogether
too pushy.
The ladies always
have had charge of the Christmas
decorations and I don't see why
it should be any different now or
in the future.
The more difficult question of
who is to have the final say on
the program still has to be settled. We certainly don't want a
repetition of what happened this
year with the cast of the pageant
walking out after they had performed. But, after all, they had
some justification for doing it.
The organist deliberately speeded up the tempo to make them
look bad and it seems to me
that all he actually accomplished
was to prove that he himself is
a sorehead.
Best regards,

G. G.

~and MUSIC MAKERS
By

WALTER

A.

HANSEN

When Bruno Walter speaks On the fourth side he presents
about the music of Wolfgang the stirring result of his patient,
Amadeus Mozart, who was born painstaking, and thorough-going
in Salzburg 200 years ago, wise guidance and leadership. The ormusicians prick up their ears chestra-called the Columbia
and listen; for they know that Symphony Orchestra-is made up
on this subject the famous con- of players chosen from the most
ductor discourses with unques- highly accomplished members of
tionable authoritativeness.
the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra
of New York, the CBS
When Walter conducts the
works of Mozart, knowledge- Orchestra, the former NBC Symhungry students of music can be phony Orchestra a n d other
sure that they are listening to groups.
masterful performances; for WalTo me it has been an exhilater's attainments in this field are rating experience to hear Walter
founded on wholehearted re- rehearse the excellent orchestra
spect, deep-probing scholarship, placed at his disposal. The great
and a thorough understanding maestro strives constantly for
of the great composer's style of perfection. He tells the players
writing.
that there are puzzles to be
I have before me one of the solved in every bar of Mozart's
most wonderful albums I have music. He is meticulously exactever undertaken to review. Its ing. No detail escapes him. Here
title is The Birth of a Perform- he wants an accent; there he
ance (Columbia SL-224). On cautions the orchestra against acthree sides of two twelve-inch lp. centing. He is always exhorting
discs Walter, with genuine hu- the players to sing. He himself
mility and, at the same time, sings. He has the orchestra rewith consummate mastery, con- peat many phrases and many secducts a rehearsal of Mozart's tions again and again.
"I want to try something,"
miracle-laden Lim. Symphony.
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says the maestro as he asks the
orchestra to play a passage once
more. Then, satisfied with the
result, he declares, "That's much
better." He tells the second
violinists that they must be distinctly heard in one bar but must
play softer in the next. "Sing!"
he keeps saying. "Sing!" He is
scrupulously careful about the
time-value of every note. Now
and then he says, "I am not happy." "Open strings," he exhorts,
"it is a terrible sin in Mozart."
Once he exclaims in German,
"Sehr schoen!"
Many conductors would be
completely satisfied with far, far
less than the great Walter wants
-and gets. Some, I am sure,
would say "Good morning!" to
an orchestra like the one assembled f-or the recording I am
writing about, rap for order,
conduct a more or less perfuctory rehearsal, and then state
that they were ready to record.
Both they themselves and numerous listeners would be completely satisfied.
But Walter is not a conductor
of such a stripe. Although he has
been an indefatigable student of
Mozart's music for many years,
he knows that the works of this
master are literally inexhaustible. He is almost eighty now.
Yet he continues to be youthful
in spirit as well as tireless in his
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searching and in his probing.
Last year I received a special
pressing of parts of Walter's rehearsals of two symphonies by
.Johannes Brahms. One evening I
played that disc for Hugo and
Lia Gottesmann. Hugo h a d
served under Walter as concertmaster in Vienna. "That's Walter as I remember him," he said.
"Only in Vienna the maestro
spoke German to us. Here he
speaks English."
A beautifully illustrated brochure comes with The Birth of a
Performance. Among the pictures are many snapped while
Walter was conducting. Neville
Cardus, the eminent English
critic and musicologist, has contributed a fascinating essay on
Walter as a conductor and a Mozart authority. Besides, the brochure contains the complete
score of the Linz Symphony,
which, as you know, is one of
the most wonderful of the many
masterpieces that came from the
great composer's miracle-working pen.
Some conductors fly into tantrums now and then when they
put an orchestra through its
paces. Some are given at times to
foul and unprintable language.
But although Walter did not
know that his rehearsals of the
Linz Symphony were being recorded, you are never aware of
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the slightest impatience on his
part. He is always a gentleman,
always a great scholar, always a
kindly mentor. Occasionally the
players ask him questions about
this or that aspect of the performance. His answers are invariably polite. Walter, you see,
is a master in the full sense of
the word. The excellent and
highly treasured discs I am reviewing for you have taught me
more, much more, about the
Linz Symphony and about the
playing of Mozart's music than
I knew before I listened to them.

* * *
A short time ago I heard the
great Boston Symphony Orchestra, under the great Charles
Munch, in a concert filled with
unforgettably impressive beauty.
The program was made up of
three masterworks: Joseph Haydn's Symphony in B Flat Major)
No. 102; Claude Debussy's La
MeT (The Sea), and Johannes
Brahms's Symphony No. 2, in D
Majm·.
AI though I could describe
this concert accurately with the
single, brief statement that it
exemplified artistry of the highest order, it is important to point
out some of the qualities that
make for the towering greatness
of Munch as a conductor and to
tell why the orchestra over which

he presides is one of the world's
greatest.
In his exemplary reading of
Haydn's Symphony No. 102
Munch gave what, to my mind,
was incontestable proof of his integrity as a musician and his
thoroughness as a scholar. The
performance was a model in the
matter of style. It was actually
Haydn whom the spellbound
audience heard-Haydn as he
lived, moved, and had his being.
It was Haydn the master-craftsman, the classicist of the classicists, the man who was remarkably sensitive to beauty and symmetry of form.
Some conductors delude themselves-and others-into believing that they present Haydn
best when they take him out o(
the period in which he lived and
transfer him into a later era.
They romanticize the great composer, just as they like to romanticize the mighty Mozart.
But Munch is a great t~rtist.
He has deep and wide-reaching
learning at his command. He is
honest in his reading. He is
truthful. Whenever he presents
a composition, you can be sure
that what he does is founded on
painstaking and deep-probing
scholarship-not on the pseudoscholarship w hi c h, unhappily,
clutters much of the world of
music today, just as it clutters
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wide areas in many other fields.
As one listened to Munch's
ideal reading of Haydn's symphony, one was constantly aware
of the fact that he had a wonderfully sensitive and responsive
instrument with which to project
the music into the minds and
hearts of the hearers. That instrument, of course, is the great
Boston Symphony Orchestra. To
me its tone is indescribably beautiful. In fact, it is enrapturing.
When Munch turned to Debussy's The Sea (From Dawn
Until Noon on the Sea, Play of
the Waves, and Dialogue of
Wind and Sea), he transported
the audience into a world altogether different from the domain of engaging, graceful, captivating, caressing, and rollicking
melodies that came from t h e
fluent and facile pen of Haydn.
La Mer, written by a great
master of orchestral color and an
equally great pathfinder in the
huge and inexhaustible field of
harmony, is a work in which, as
I see it, the composer says to us:
"These are my own impressions
of the sea. They do not pretend
to be descriptions, for music can
be neither painting nor photography in the strict sense of those
words. In La Mer I have undertaken to suggest some aspects of
the sea. I hope you will regard
them as such and that your im-
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pressions will agree with mine."
Sometimes conductors present
Debussy's magical seascapes in a
way which actually makes one
seasick. But Munch was truthful. His reading was authoritative. At times the tone of the orchestra glowed with many colors,
at times it was calm and serene,
at times it was wild and furious.
This was an electrifying performance of a work which, for
many years, has been my favorite
among Debussy's compositions
for orchestra.
Munch concluded the program
with Brahms's Second. The reading-from the serene beginning
to the triumphant ending-was
truthful to the crossing of every
"t" and the dotting of every "i."
I say this even though I noted
differences here and there between Munch's expositiOn of
some details of the work and
that of Bruno Walter and, let
me add, of Arturo Toscanini, the
Latin who is not altogether at
home in the music of Brahms. I
was particularly enthralled by
Munch's lucid and deftly integrated presentation of the second movement, which, as every
honest conductor will concede,
teems with formidable difficulties.

RECENT RECORDINGS
Muzro CLEMENTI. Sonata in G Minor,
Op. 34, No. 2; Sonata in F Minor,
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Op. 14, No. 3; So<nata in F Sharp
Minor, Op. 26, No. 2. Vladimir
Horowitz, pianist. -Mozart loathed
Clementi, his playing, and his
music; Beethoven set great store by
the compositions of the noted Italian
pianist who amassed a fortune in
England from a publishing house
and a piano factory. Many important scholars contend that Beethoven was greatly influenced by
Clementi's style of writing. So does
Horowitz. I myself blow neither hot
nor cold in this matter. Although
Horowitz is a great pianist, I think
that his performances of the three
sonatas by Clementi are, for the
most part, lacking in the proper
cantabile type of playing which
many portions of these works require. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor
LM-1902.
FERDE GROFE. Grand Canyon Suite .
AARoN CoPLAND. El Salon Mexico.
The Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler. - Excellent readings
of two works of which I have grown
weary. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor
LM-1928.
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Concerto in
D Major, for Violin and Orchestra,
Op. 61. Wolfgang Schneiderhan,
violin, with the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra under Paul van Kempen.
-A noteworthy performance of a
great masterpiece. 33 1/ 3 rpm.
Decca DL-9784.
CLAUDE
ACHILLE
DEBussY.
The
Blessed Damozel. The Boston Symphony Orchestra, under Charles
Munch, with the Radcliffe Choral
Society and Carol Smith, contralto.
HECTOR BERLioz . Summ11r Nights,

Op. 7. Victoria de los Angeles, soprano, with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra under Munch. -Wonderfully sensitive artistry. These two
works are seldom heard. 33 1/3
rpm. RCA Victor LM-1907.
Rov HARRIS. Fantasy for Piano and
Orchestra. Johana Harris with the
M-G-M Symphony Orchestra under
lzler Solomon. Abraham Lincoln
Walks at Mid<night: A Cantata of
Lamentation. Nell Tangerman, mezzo-soprano, with Samuel Thaviu,
violin; Theo Salzman, 'cello; and
Johana Harris, piano. -Some look
upon Harris as the greatest American composer of our time. I suspect
that Harris himself has the same
opinion. His Fantasy for Piano and
Orchestra, premiered in 1954, is
founded on three American folk
tunes. It is thick at times-and
muscular. Maybe it is great. I do
not know. I do not like Abraham
Lincoln Walks at Midnight. But
maybe your verdict will be different from mine. Johana is Roy's
wife. 33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3210.
CHARLES TOMLINSON GRIFFES. Roman
Sketches, Op. 7 (The White Peacock, Nightfall, The Fountains at
the Acqua Paola, Clouds); Three
Tone Pictures, Op. 5 (The Lake at
Evening, The Vale of Dreams, The
Night Winds); Fantasy Pieces, Op.
6 (Barcarolle, Notturno, Scherzo).
Lenore Engdahl, pianist. -Here
the able Minneapolis-born pianist
pays a fitting tribute to the gifted
American composer who was born
in 1884 and died in 1920. 33 1/3
rpm. M-G-M E3225.
ERNEST BLOCH. Quintet for Piano and
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Strings. The Walden String Quartet, with Johana Harris, pianist. A memorable performance of a significant addition to the meager literature for string quartet and piano.
Bloch's Piano Quintet was performed for the first time in 1923.
33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3239.
GERSHWIN. An American in
Paris and Robert Russell Bennett's
Symphonic Picture of " Porgy and
Bess." The Philharmonia Orchestra
of Hamburg, Germany, under HansJuergen Walther. -Admirable performances . Yes, I still consider Gershwin a great composer. Neither,
let me add, do I apologize to anyone for thinking so. Why should I?
33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3253.

GEORGE

SURINACH.
Ritmo ]ondo:
Flamenco Ballet, for chamber orchestra; Tres Cantos Berberes, for
flute, oboe, clarinet, viola, 'cello,
and harp. Tientos (Essays), for
harp, English horn, and tympani.

CARLOS
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Performed under the direction of
the composer. -This is exciting
music from the resourceful pen of
Barcelona- born Carlos Surinach,
who now lives in New York. This is
Spain. 33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3268.
NICOLO PAGANINI. Concerto No. 4, in
D Minor, for Violin and Orchestra.
Arthur Grumiaux, violinist, with
the Orchestra des Concerts Lamoureux under Franco Gallini.
Concerto No. 1, in D Major, for
Violin and Orchestra, Op. 6. Herman Krebbers, violinist, with the
Hague Philharmonic 0 r c h e s t r a
under Willem van Otterloo. -The
Concerto in D Minor was lost for
more than 100 years. On the record
sleeve you can read the exciting
story of how it was finally found.
This is the first recording of the
work. The Concerto in D Major,
of course, is widely known. I recommend this fine recording wholeheartedly. 33 1/3 rpm. Epic LC3143.

THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned reviews are by the Editors

RELIGION
FAITH ACTIVE IN LOVE

By George W.
Press, $3.7 5)

Fore!!

(American

Critics of Martin Luther have centered much of their fire on his ethics,
especially his social ethics. He has
been blamed for the decline of religion in general and also for such
unsavory developments as Nazism and
Fascism. Since very little has been
done in American Lutheranism to
counter this criticism, this book is a
welcome indication that the debate is
not to be lost by defautl. It is a very
t·eadable, yet solid and scholarly presentation of Luther's social ethics.
Central to Luther's ethics is the love
of God, which the believer receives
in faith and passes on to his neighbor
in service. The impact of the Gospel
on the world is therefore not external,
as though it were a new law; its riches
become available in the Christian individual who serves God in His neighbor.
Professor Fore!! shows that Luther's
doctrine of the two kingdoms is not, as
Troeltsch and Tawney suggest, an invitation to moral laxity, but precisely
the assertion of the Christian's responsibility to the God whom he encounters not only in the Gospel but
also in his neighbor, his family and
the institutions of government and society.
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The book is especially notable for
its balanced judgment and objectivity.
Professor Forell attempts no whitewash, but notes Luther's personal and
historical limitations at the same time
as he indicates the enduringly valid
principles of his ethical thought. Excellent translations of quotations from
Luther, many of them otherwise unavailable in English, are another
valuable feature of this book.
wARREN A. QUANBECK
RELIGION ON THE CAMPUS

By George Hedley (Macmillan,
$2.75)
This 1955 publication brings selected sermons preached m recent
years in the Chapel of Mills College,
Oakland, Calif., by George Hedley,
who serves on the faculty of this
women's college as Professor of Economics and Sociology and Chaplain.
Between the introductory sermon
for freshmen and the concluding
commencement sermon for seniors are
six sermons on "Religion on the
Campus," nine on "Some Student
Problems," and five on "Some Questions of Theology."
These campus sermons are well
written and are interestingly illustrated. The chumm y references by name
to students and faculty, the many
notes about campus life and thought,
and the presentation of lively issues,
coupled with a ready style, make the
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volume easy reading.
The evangelical Christian reader
will regret the theological liberalism
evidently proclaimed from the Mills
pulpit. Absent is the clarion call of
the Gospel, the use of the Sword of
the Spirit, the Word of God. Some of
the texts become pretexts, as II
Peter 1, 21, used for the sermon on
"Why and How to Read the Bible
Today," and then neglected in the
body of the sermon with no mention
of the Holy Spirit's role in inspiration.
The same is true of the last sermon
on the text, "The end of all things is
at hand," as a commencement sermon.
It is fairly easy for Dr. Hedley to
knock down the "excited fundamentalist" straw man he sets up in favor
of his liberal theology, which he calls
"authentic Christianity." But would
"authentic Christianity" permit a
ridicule of the blood atonement (p.
165), the calling of "Prooftexting"
"an old device of the Biblically naive
and theologically illiterate" (p. 81),
the answering of the question "Who
is the Devil?" with the statement that
"he is George Hedley, and he is each
one of you" (p. 157), the dismissing
of hell as simply "the awful tragedy
of a wasted life" (p. 173), or the
statement that anyone who negates
the evolutionary hypothesis is "reflecting the arrogance of an ignorant
clergy" ? ( p. 129)
Some of the sermonic statements
seem maudlin. After preaching on
"The Besetting Sin of Mills" (which
turns out to be "Irresponsibility") the
chaplain concludes by saying, "Dear
ones, I have scolded you today be-
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cause I love you always." (p. 93)
"The Sophomore Slump" includes
the statement, "I personally happen
to like women, no doubt better than
most women do." (p. 97) "Little girls
who can't get dates, and coeducation
makes not the slightest bit of difference," is the consolation given any
girls who might feel they are un,dated
because they are at a women's college, and then there is this, "Within
the month I've heard both Stanford
and University of California girls
complaining about the way you Millsites snag their men out from under
their noses." (p. 100)
There is at least a third theological
position between "excited fundamentalism" and "lazy liberalism," one
which is biblically based and makes
Christianity academically respectable,
as well as the power of God unto
salvation. The reviewer is in his 14th
year in the full-time campus ministry
on a state university campus, and it
is his experience that the campus religious groups that struggle along are
those that are fed on the chaff of
theological liberalism, while the real
Christian impact on campus is made
by the religious groups who are given
the wheat of "the faith once delivered to the saints" and are continuing in the apostles' doctrine. This
experience parallels the statistics Dr.
Hedley gives in his sermon on "The
Lazy Liberals," when some staff
member suggested he preach a sermon explaining the lack of numerical
success of the churches proclaiming
liberal Christianity. "We liberals have
been thoroughly outdone, and we may
as well admit it" (p. 116) Since the
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Holy Spirit calls, gathers, enlightens
and sanctifies by the Gospel, it is basic
that th e Christian pulpit proclaim the
power which accompanies the Sword
of the Spirit. " If th e bugle gives an
indistinct sound, who will get ready
for battle?" (I Cor. 14, 8, RSV) .
ALFRED SCHEIPS

GENES, GENESIS, AND EVOLUTION
By John W. Klotz (Concordia,
$5 .00 )
The author of this book is an active ordained minister in the Lutheran
Church- Missouri Synod and a qualified scientist teaching biology at Concordia Teachers College in River
Forest, Ill. Both his religious convictions and his grasp of the subject matter of biology are evident throughout
the book. These facts, however, do not
mean th at his conclusions are the only
ones to be drawn from a study of
what Scripture and science have to
say about evolution.
Dr. Klotz's basic approach to the
problem is summarized as follows:
"Now, since Scripture claims to present to us absolute truth and science
claims to have at best relative truth,
the only reasonable approach for the
Christian is to accept the statements
of Scripture. " He warns in this connection th at "we must be sure we
understand what Scripture says." Yet
throughout the book there is no serious
qu estioning of his understanding of
what Scripture says; rather, his interpretation is regularly equated with
" Scripture indicates," "Bible says,"
etc. It can be readily appreciated that
such an approach must color the con-

tent of the en tire book. It is this reviewer's firm conviction that it is not
Scripture but rather Prof. Klotz's interpretation (which is subject to error) of Scripture which conflicts with
man's interpretation of scientific facts.
Any implication by the au thor or th e
publishers in their promotion al literature that Dr. Klotz's interpretation is
the only Christian interpretation is to
be deplored.
With the great body of data presented one can find little argument.
But one must be careful to distinguish
the facts from the interpretations of
them which are liberally sprinkled
through the text. This reviewer disagrees with a great number of such
interpretations; however, this is hardly the place to elaborate on them or
even list them. The non-scientific
reader, however, is often likely to fail
to make the distinction between fact
and interpretation, and unfortunately
is often likely to swallow both toge ther; he does not know, is not told,
nor is he given the chance to suspect
that in most cases there are other interpretations or countercriticisms to
the interpretation proposed.
H aving studied carefully only the
facts and interpretations presented,
the reader might conclude, it seems
to this reviewer, that Dr. Klotz is
fighting a losing battle. True, there
has been no knockout punch-absolute
proof is non-existent in science, certainly in this area. But a steady stream
of blows has the anti-evolutionist reeling; time and again the author steps
back saying, "These are facts which
cannot easily be reconciled with what
Scripture tells us." Yet he is sturdy,
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and determined to stick with his interpretation.

which answers many of his objections,
has not been cited by Dr. Klotz.

This fight in the past has been a
dirty, back alley brawl with no holds
barred. Fortunately the conflict today
is generally on fair and friendly terms.
Dr. Klotz fights largely in this manner, but unfortunately resorts to a
few questionable tactics. Authors are
cited freely as being critical of particular aspects of the evolutionary
theory, and certainly there is considerable disagreement on many of the details and free and open discussion
among the proponents of given hypotheses in the attempt to arrive at
the most likely solution to a problem.
One must always read such criticisms
in this context, then; though Dr. Klotz
expressly recognizes this, in actual fact
such citations are used in wholesale
quantities to lend authority to his arguments and interpretations, to which
the original author would hardly have
subscribed. More reprehensible in the
reviewer's mind is Dr. Klotz's failure
in some cases to present fairly and
completely the arguments and data
proposed in support of an hypothesis
of which he is critical. This, of course,
is always a difficult task. A case in
point is the criticism of the hypotheses
concerning the effects of mutation
pressure, selection pressure, and genetic drift. It has been recognized for
some time, as Dr. Klotz points out,
that each of these alone is not too
effective in producing evolution. Yet
Prof. Sewall Wright has received
world-wide recognition for the fact
that in mathematical models he has
demonstrated the efficacy of these in
combination. This synthetic approach,

In view of the above criticisms,
which the reviewer knows to be
shared by a number of competent
scientists and/or theologians within
the church body of which Prof. Klotz
is a member, it seems highly regrettable that the book has received the
type of publicity that it has and that
it is likely to be widely used and
cited. To promote writings of this
sort with the implication that it provides the correct interpretation is contrary to the Lutheran position of private interpretation and can do immeasurable harm by binding the consciences of those struggling with problems in this area.

F ICT I ON
CASH McCALL
By Cameron Hawley (Houghton
Mifflin, $3.95)
Cameron Hawley's earlier novel
about the inner workings of a modern
business, Executive Suite, was an excellent novel and made a good motion
picture. His latest novel is also built
around a business or corporate framework, but this time he is concerned
about the man who buys and sells
businesses as other men buy and sell
the end products of business. A portion of this novel appeared in Life
magazine a few months back complete with line drawing and illustrations. In order to make the text
palatable to its "lookers" the staff of
Life used the expression (as I remember it) of "fast-buck" with ref-
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crence to McCall, the main character
in this story. It is no doubt financially rewarding to have a digest of one's
novel appear in such a magazine in
advance of the book. I am aware,
however, only of the fact that I received a different impression from
the condensed version than I did
from the full treatment, and I found
it somewhat difficult to keep my attention on McCall and his colleagues
as I read through the relatively long
( 444 pages) account of their activities. If nothing else, much of the
punch was gone by the time I got
around to the book.
Cash McCall is in the business of
buying and selling corporations and
for the most part corporations that
have expanded beyond the point of
successful one-man management but
that are not large enough to enter into
a full competitive life and with limited resources for recruiting capital or
management. To the corporations that
he purchases he is able to supply connections to these requisites although
he ordinarily disposes of his purchase,
at a profit, to someone else who can
also supply the elements needed for
successful operation. This whole process has resulted in McCall becoming
quite cynical and rather inhuman.
The intangible factors m the development of a business are of no
concern to him and he finds it unprofitable to concern himself with the
human factor when dealing with business matters even when the object of
his purchase or sale involves this element to a considerable extent. All of
this is changed for him however when
he purchases a business corporation

<" I

from Grant Austen and becomes enmeshed, for a second time, with
Austen's daughter Lory. Some complications, dreamed up for the most
part by Austen, threaten to upset the
smooth flow of McCall's operations
and he is forced to take a more careful look at his machinations.
This novel is well written. It is
quite exciting and the characters
seem believable enough in a general
sort of way. The real interest in the
book seems to me to be in Hawley's
ability to understand the dynamic of
present-day capitalism with its necessary concomitants that tend to overshadow the human element. Social
and legal historians have again and
again noted the peculiar development
of divided ownership and control in
the modern corporation and the law
has ample evidence of some of the
problems created by this dichotom y.
Mr. Hawley has explored the ramifications involved in absentee ownership and the effect of transferring
ownership and control to impersonal
agencies. He has also explored, and
rather well I think, some of the ethical problems that are created by the
present-day drive to larger and
larger busin ess units, as well as to the
alwa ys difficult problem of when
does a "good business practice" become an " unethical or illegal act"?
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GENERAL
THE OPEN MIND

By ]. Robert Oppenheimer (Simon
a nd Schuster, $2.75)
The Ope·n Mind is a collection of
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eight lectures Dr. Oppenheimer delivered on varied topics to various
audiences between the years 1946 and
1955. I found this genuinely good
reading. Four of the lectures "deal
with atomic weapons and related
questions of policy. The other four
bear on the relationship between
science as an intellectual activity and
the wider culture of our times". The
audiences are, for example, a group
of officers in the armed services, the
Foreign Service, and the State Department; the Council on Foreign
Relations in New York City; the
winners of the annual Westinghouse
Science Talent Search; the participants in Columbia University's Bicentennial in 1955. This last audience
heard Oppenheimer's "Prospects in
the Arts and Sciences" as the concluding lecture in a series dedicated
to "Man's Right to Knowledge and
the Free Use Thereof."
Any collection of this sort should
contain
many
quotable
certainly
quotes and repeatable introductory
anecdotal material. The following
passages are samples.
Here's a story he told in Pittsburgh
in 1946:
There was a professor of zoology
at the University of Munich, and
he had the habit of asking candidates about worms, until it came
to such a pass that candidates
studied no other subject but
worms. And then, one day, he
flabbergasted his student and
said, "Tell me about elephants,"
and the candidate said, "The elephant is a large animal. It has a
wormlike trunk. Worms may be
divided into the following classes
" My talk to you tlus afternoon will be along these lines.
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And to the same audience:
It is in the nature of research that
you pay your "two bits" first,
that you go in and you don't
know what you are going to see.
To a Washington audience in 1947:
The field of atomic energy is an
open-book examination. It is
something where you can't look
up the answers, and where your
real assets are assets of capability,
understanding, knowledge a n d
competence.
At M.I.T. he included these remarks:
We in this country, who take
our wars rather spastically, perhaps witnessed a more total cessation of true professional activity
in the field of physics, even in
its training, than did any other
people. For in all the doings of
war we, as a country, have been
a little like the young physicist
who went to Washington to work
for the National Defense Research
Committee in 1940. There he met
his first Civil Service questionnaire and came to the questions
on drinking: "Never," "occasionally," "habitually," "to excess."
He checked both "occasionally"
and "to excess." So, in the past,
we have taken war.
To the Princeton Graduate Alumni:
I am not sure that the effect of
the impressive victory of man's
mind in this enterprise has not
been to make us a little obtuse
to the role of the contingent and
the particular in life. It is true
that many particulars can be
understood and subsumed by a
general order. But it is probably
no less a great truth that elements of abstractly irreconcilable
general orders can be subsumed
by a particular. And this notion
might be more useful to our
friends who study man and his
life than an insistence on following the lines which in natural
science have been so overwhelmingly successful.
To the same audience:
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Perhaps it is tradition in Britain,
where there is a sort of deliberate
tendency, a national tendency,
to refuse to let things become obscure and recondite, that there is
a little more effort to see that
civilized men have a notion of
what the mathematicians and
astronomers and physicists are doing-not merely to know the byproducts of their works, the
practical products, but what they
are thinking.
Finally, this excerpt from the Columbia lecture:
The specialization of science is
an inevitable accompaniment of
progress; yet it is full of dangers,
and it is cruelly wasteful, since so
much that is beautiful and enlightening is cut off from most of
the world. Thus it is proper to
the role of the scientist that he
not merely find new truth and
communicate it to his fellows, but
that he teach, that he try to
bring the most honest and intelligible account of new knowledge
to all who will try to learn. This
is one reason-it is the decisive
organic reason-why scientists belong in universities. It is one reason why the patronage of science
by and through universities is its
most proper form; for it is here,
in teaching, in the association of
scholars and in the friendships of
teachers and taught, of men who
by profession must themselves
lbe both teachers and taught, that
the narrowness of scientific life
can best be moderated, and that
the analogies, insights, and harmonies of scientific discovery can
find their way into the wider
life of man.
I could go on. But I think you can
see that this is good reading.

hart, $4.00)
The "new" quality indicated in this
book's title (more aptly it should instead say "contemporary") consists of
an outspoken frankness about what
is most vulnerable in our modern
trends of artistic taste and expression
-or the lack of it. For instance, in
analysing the tempo of present-day
journalism in his essay "The Psychopathology of TIME and LIFE"
M arshall McLuhan asserts:
They insist that the reader move
rapidly. Pictures and ads produce
an aura of sentimental awe for
t h e sub-rational reception of
rapid-fire prose, so that the
mental situation of the reader is
very nearly as low as that of a
news-reel audience.
Similarly in "Muskrat Ramble:
Popular and Unpopular Music" Weldon Kees says:
High Culture, although it has
been subject to the same accelerated tendencies toward decay that
kept Henry Adams awake and
put the world to sleep, still has
a kind of life, however spasmodic
its successes and however hemmed
in by the all but completely victorious Middle Culture that takes
what it can assimilate both from
High and Popular for the purpose
of mashing them to death.
But Popular Culture is completely at the mercy of the laws
hastening corruption and decay.
Popular Culture must go along.
. . . The comic strip evolves into
a series of continued stories that
are linear replicas of soap operas
and the pulps; and similar patterns tiredly repeat themselves in
every field of Popular Culture.

THE SCENE BEFORE YOU: A NEW
APPROACH TO AMERICAN CULTURE

Thus it should be evident that
these 24 articles which have been
culled from such magazines as Partisan Review, American Mercury, Com-

Edited by Chandler Brossard (Rine-
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mentary, and Neurotica, do avoid sentimentality and cliches; their style,
however, is a form of shock treatment.
Representative
writers
are
Lionel Trilling and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. The topics range from politics
to sex, from intelleectuals to psychoanalysts. The editor, himself a novelist, succeeds in revealing, "with as
few preconceptions as possible, that
astonishing phenomenon, the American experience." Here is a sharply
critical evaluation of all of us as
fringe people, products of a civilization that tends to put everything in
supposedly hygienic containers and is
content to dwell on the mere edge of
knowledge.
After reading an anthology that refuses to flatter anyone or anything,
you too will feel as I do that what
the century of The Common Man
needs above all else is more men who
dare to be uncommon!
HERBERT H . UMBACH

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER

By Walter Lord (Holt, $3.50)
Walter Lord has been a diligent
historian about a particular subjectthe Titanic. The grea t liner hit an
iceberg on its maiden voyage across
the Atlantic and was lost. 1635 per"' sons were lost at sea although different inquiries offer different figures
and one is free to choose among
1635, 1517, 1503, or 1490. In any
event it was a very real catastrophe.
Over the years a great deal has been
written about this tragic ship and
' " rather recently a motion picture attempted to recreate that night on the

'
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Atlantic some forty-four years ago
this coming April.
Mr. Lord has done an excellent job
in a short book (just under 200 pages
not counting the index) in setting
forth the facts and the legends about
the sinking. There are diagrams,
passengers lists, and photographs. Mr.
Lord's account is fascinating and anyone who remembers the Titanic will
enjoy (although I am not sure that
this word is appropriate) this retelling. To anyone to whom the
Titanic is a rather vague name (and
sometimes confused with the Lusitania
of World War I fame) this book will
come as an interesting account of an
event that played a great part in the
development of modern rules of
safety at sea.
The most significant aspect of the
book seems to me to stem from Mr.
Lord 's position more as a social historian than as a factual historian. He
notes, for example, the social discrimination that was practiced on the
liner and the effect that this had on
the persons who were rescued.
"If the White Star line was indifferent, so was everybody else.
No one seemed to care about
Third Class-neither the press,
the official Inquiries, nor even
the Third Class passengers themselves.
"In covering the Titanic, few reporters bothered to ask the Third
Class passengers anything. The
New York Times was justly proud
of the way it handled the disaster. Yet the famous issue covering the Carpathia's arrival in
New York contained only two
interviews with Third Class passengers. This apparently was par
for the course--of 43 survivor
acco unts m The New · York
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Herald, two again were steerage
experiences."
"Nor did Congress care what happened to Third Class. Senator
Smith's Titanic investigation covered everything under the sun,
including what an iceberg was
made of ("Ice," explained Fifth
Officer Lowe), but the steerage
received little attention. Only
three of the witnesses were Third
Class passengers. . ... "
"A new age was dawning, and
never since that night have
Third Class passengers been so
philosophical."
Mr. Lord also notes that the
Titanic was almost the last grand
social gesture of its age.
" ... for the Titanic was also the
last stand of wealth and society
in the center of public affection.
In 1912 there were no movie,
radio or television stars; sports
figures were still beyond the
pale; and cafe society was completely unknown. The public depended on socially prominent
people for all the vicarious
glamour that enriches drab lives."
Finally, Mr. Lord notes the effect
of the loss of the Titanic on the people
of the country, and of the world.
"Overriding ever ything else, the
Titanic also marked the end of a
general feeling of confidence.
Until then men felt they had
found the answer to a steady,
orderly, civilized life. . . . . The
Titanic woke them up. Never
again would they be quite so sure
of themeselves. . . . . But it went
beyond that. If this supreme
achievement was so terribly fragile, what about everything else?
If wealth meant so little on this
cold April night, did it mean so
much the rest of the year? Scores
of ministers preached that the
Titanic was a heaven-sent lesson
to awaken people from their com-

placency, to punish them for topheavy faith in material progress.
If it was a lesson, it workedpeople have never been sure of
anything since."
LIFE AND LIMB

,...

By Robert Wallace (Doubleday,
$3.50)
The name of Melvin Belli (pronounced BELL-eye ) one day may be
as well-known as that of Clarence
Darrow. Belli, according to his biographer, is a flamboyant, heterodox
champion of the underdog-a plaintiff's lawyer in personal-injury cases,
and probably the best in the business.
His life is an endless series of bizarre
attempts to obtain for his injured
clients the adequate award and, to
Belli, this very often means verdicts
of $100,000 or more.
Although Mr. Wallace's e f f o r t
probably was not intended to be a
serious biography, he could have made
the book almost as exciting as the
life of his subject must be. He has
written for the non-lawyer, but is unnecessarily long-winded in his explanation of the law in the area which is
Belli's forte, and there is an aura of
h e a v y-handedness surrounding the
whole thing. In addition to the inevitable smudgeon of sex, there are a
few earthy stories that are supposed
to add a touch of humor. Mr. Wallace
apparently IS a better short-story
writer (one was included in Prize
Stories, 1954) and columnist (he
writes for Life) than he is a biographer. But for anyone interested in a.n
understandable view of some clever,
amazing and usually successful lawyer-
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ing, he might remember that the pages
are small, the print large, and the
book short.

THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY
By

Morey

Bernstein

(Doubleday,

$3.75)
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Mr. Bernstein is a Pueblo, Colorado,
businessman who acquired, a number
of years ago, an interest in hypnotism. Since becoming fascinated by
this subject he has devoted considerable time, and money, to pursuing it
as a hobby, if not more. Recently he
decided to extend his range of inquiry into what he calls the "age regression process." In this form of
h ypnosis the subject is taken back
in to his earlier years and asked to recount various experiences that occurred in infancy and early years. The
results of this process were satisfactory
to Mr. Bernstein and it occurred to
him that he could take a subject
back beyond this life to an earlier
one, if such a thing existed or exists,
and recall events in that life. With
the aid of a willing subject, one Ruth
Simmons, Mr. Bernstein was able to
prove, to himself at least, that Ruth's
memory (for lack of a better term)
had lived once before, if not twice.
According to Mr. Bernstein Ruth
Simmons was once a Bridey Murhpy
who was born in Ireland near the
start of the Nineteenth Century and
lived there for sixty-six years before
her demise. During the hypnotic
trances that followed the original discovery {as well as the first trance)
Mr. Bernstein tape recorded the questions and answers that resulted from
the colloquies between himself and
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Mrs. Simmons. A record, made from
some of the tapes, is available, for
purchase and Mr. Bernstein has also
set out the exact transcripts of these
sessions as his "evidence."
At the present time a search is being conducted in Ireland by independent researchers, Mr. Bernstein
states, in order to attempt to ascertain if there ever was a Bridey Murphy who lived the life ascribed to her
by a hypnotized Mrs. Simmons.
Should some evidence be turned up
that appears to confirm Mr. Bernstein's results a new book will no
doubt be published about the matter.
If not, it will probably never be
brought to public attention again.
Passing for a moment the significance,
if any, that such findings would have
it ·is important to note that this fact
alone weighs against the work that
Mr. Bernstein is doing. It is on a
rather h aphazard basis and there is
surely no sound scientific methodology
in his procedures. Many serious explorations into the mind of man are
being made by trained observers and
students. No one knows what will
finally develop from these studies. No
one understands what limits may
finally be established for the human
mind. Some of the work currently
being done in the field of hypnosis
may produce some startling results.
It is, therefore, somewhat unfortunate that Mr. Bernstein has elected to
popularize his work and afford it a
dramatic value in an attempt to interest the general public in this area.
Because of the nature of his research and the subjectivity of hypnosis there will be a large number of
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persons who, on reading this book,
will suspect that they are the victims
of a joke. Many will neither look at it
nor read it, nor accept any part of it
if they do read it. It is not impossible that Mr. Bernstein may have
looked into a matter in a way that
has not previously occurred to anyone. If there is some significance in
his work I am afraid that it will be
dimmed if not discredited by his
highly unorthodox and unscientific
method of approach and his attempts
to "cash in" on the results of his
work to date.

* * * * * * * * *
The months following the celebration of the birthday of the Prince of
Peace are not the most joyful. They
do provide however an opportunity
for doing some reading, be it light or
heavy. January and February are, in
fact, probably better months for this
pastime than are the summer months
for which so much is claimed in this
direction. In this issue the CRESSET
would like to call your attention,
briefly, to a number of recent books
some of which may be of interest to
you.
T. E. Shaw, "Lawrence of Arabia,"
was one of the last of the enigmatic,
romantic soldiers of fortune that the
end of the Nineteenth and start of the
Twentieth Century produced. Most
Cttlzens of western countries lead
rather well-documented lives and the
opportunities to be mysterious, dashing, and gallant have rather rapidly
disappeared in the last two decades.
In recent months two books about

Lawrence have come from the presses:
The Desert and the Stars by Flora
Armitage (Holt, $4.00), and Lawrence of Arabia by Richard Aidington (Regnery, $5.00).
Each takes a different tack but both
are recommended, preferably to be
read one after another. Another outstanding individual of this type, Antoine de Saint Exupery (Night Flight,
Wind, Sand and Stars). is also the
object of a recent study, The Winged
Life by Richard Rumbold and Lady
Margaret Stewart (McKay, $3.50)
For the short-story fan the annual
publication of the 0. Henry Prize
Stories for the preceding year is always an event. The Pri<.e Stories 1956:
The 0. Henry Awards (Doubleday,
$3.95) were edited this year, for the
third time, by Paul Engle and Hansford Martin. First prize was awarded
to John Cheever for "The Country
Husband," which appeared first in
The New Yorker. Second prize went
to James Buechler for his story, "Pepicelli," which appeared in The Harvard Advocate; third prize to R. V.
Cassill for his "The Prize," in Perrpective.
Those persons to whom stories
about animals appeal will find a great
deal of enjoyment in Reckless: Pride
of the Marines (Dutton, $3.50). Andrew Geer, writer and sometime Marine, tells the story of the horse,
Reckless, who served the Marines so
well in combat zones in Korea. There
are photographs as well as an Introduction and a Foreword by the Assistant Commandant of the Marine
Corps, General Pate, and the Commanding General at Parris Island,
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General Pollock, respectively.
In the field of fiction the months
of November and December are rather
poor ones. Publishers are concentrating on books for children for Christmas and behind scenes, preparations
are going on for the great spring push
in the area of the novel. Many exciting books are promised for spring and
CRESSET readers will have an opportunity to read our opinions on them in
the February and March issues. Six
novels of recent vintage, five new and
one a reprint, are noted here for your
consideration.

...

..
'

Sidonie Gabrie1le Claudine Colette
(1873-1954), known in the literary
world simply as Colette, lived in
France and established for herself a
literary reputation that carried over
to the United States. One of her
earliest novels, The Vagabond, was
published in France in 1910 and in
an American translation in this country in 1955. A later novel, My
Mother's House, was published in
France in 1923 and in America in
1953. These two novels in their original translations, by Enid McLeod and
Una Vicenzo Troubridge in the case
of My Mother's House, and McLeod
alone in the other, have been brought
together as Number A-62 in the current Doubleday Anchor Book series.
This paperback sells for 95 cents. The
CRESSET has frequently expressed
its appreciation for the work that
Doubleday is doing in this inexpensive format and ·c ongratulates it for
making available these two novels by
this famous French novelist.
Run by Margaret Shedd (Doubleday, $3.50) is a psychological novel
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about the events in the day of a fourteen-year old boy who, to the COI}lmunity, is the murderer of his baby
brother and a police officer. Everything is ultimately cleared up but not
without some soul searching on the
part of many as to their responsibility
for the development of the boy's
insecurity and fear. In Son of Justin
(Dutton, $3.00) Richard Vaughan
continues his saga, started in MouldP.d in Earth, of the Peele and the Ellis
families. These Welsh families, and
their conflicts, stood Mr. Vaughan in
well in his earlier novel and he received considerable critical acclaim.
This current continuation should not
diminish his position in the literary
world. Shad Run (Crowell, $3.50) offers a historical novel by Howard
Breslin (The Tamarack Tree and The
Silver Oar). The locale for this novel
is the upstate area of New York state
and the time-the end of the Eighteenth Century. Ilya Ehrenburg, one
of the most well-known of the current crop of Russian writers still extant, wrote The Thaw (Regnery,
$3.50), a novel about a small Russian
village, shortly after the death of
Stalin. In this novel Ehrenburg attempts to focus the light of his ability
on the common man in Russia. For
this interest in the "human" element
in the Soviet the author, and his
book, were both attacked on the basis
of "bourgeois deviation." Neither the
author nor the book were ever officially condemned and the publication
of this work in the United States at
the present time can mean just about
whatever one wishes it to mean from
an indication of a "softening process
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in the U.S.S.R." to an "act of deliberate misconception." The translation
is by Manya Harari and there is a
special supplement "The Death of
Art" by Russell Kirk. The Knife
( Gilbert, $5.00) by Theon Wright is
the true acr.ount of a crime in an
Eskimo tribe in the far North. The
story of this crime was passed down
by word of mouth until Mr. Wright,
an avid explorer, took it upon himself to reconstruct the story in detail.
John Breon, a resident of the left
bank of the Seine, in Paris, is one of
a new generation of expatriates who
has found a home on the continent of
Europe since the conclusion of the
second World War. His first novel
The Sorrows of Travel ( Putnam's,
$3.50 ) has just now been released. It
is a sensitive study about four young

American expatriates in France all
bearing scars of some order or another. How their attenuated hold on
the realities of the world was rudely
shattered by a friend of one of them
is the central theme of this work. Mr.
Breon demonstrates considerable ability as a writer and he must now find
himself in the position, perhaps unenviable, of having his subsequent
writing being judged by critics in the
light of the promise he shows.
In the biographical field Beth Day
has written about Laurence Jones who
founded the Piney Woods Country
Life School for negroes near Jackson,
Mississippi. Professor Jones was featured on the TV show "This Is Your
Life" and this prompted this book,
The Little Professor of Piney Woods
(Messner, $2.95).

.,
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FINGERS OF TWILIGHT
Fingers
Of twilight place
A poultice on the mind
Pounded by the relentless fist
Of day.
- LUCIA TRENT

I
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A Minority
Report
•
-1

------------By
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Social Pluralism

uniqueness of individual configurations. It appeared to Max
Weber that concrete reality was
always "an individually-structured configuration of our cultural life in its universal relationships which are themselves
no less individually-structured,
and in its development out of
other social conditions, which
themselves are obviously likewise
individually-structured.''
Moreover, the concrete reality
of human relationships which social scientists study expresses itself in myriads of associative relationships. S o c i a I groupings
come at the student from all directions. In fact, for some the
social aggregates (groups, groupings, classes, organizations, etc.)
have tended to become more significant in recent years. It seems
too that, as society grows more
complex, these social aggregates
grow in number and they combine with one another into com-

Most political scientists (and
social scientists) are highly interested in an empirical science of
-' reality. They want to know what
-t makes society and individuals in
social relationships "tick." These
students of society are also high_, ly aware of social pluralism and
the diversified nature of society.
According to Max Weberwidely known for his study of
The Protestant Ethic and The
• Spirit of Capitalism-as soon as
social scientists "attempt to reflect about the way in which life
confronts [them] in immediate
concrete situations," they are
..,. caught in an intricate web of relationships they cannot quite
31
fathom or understand. It is difficult to generalize and to conceptualize-and this is one of the
obligations of the social scientists-when all the data and combinations of data appear in the
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plex and extensive social systems. The political process o£
policy making becomes rather
bewildering because of all the
lobbyists and pressure groups
that operate upon it.
Each of these social aggregates
has its own set of myths, techn iques, primary and instrumental goals, facts, values, and points
of equilibrium to which social
forces tend. They all involve a
system of usages and procedures,
of authority and obedience, of
conflict and bargaining, of controls and liberty, of rationality
and irrationality, and of staying
with the past and the present
and of looking to the future.
One needs to catalogue only a
few of the major groups to indicate the social pluralism involved in a study of human relationships: the family, t h e
church, the political association,
the corporation, the partnership,
the academic community, the
social classes and social groupings, and so on.
~

Social Dynamics
In addition, there has really
been no time in history at which
the system of social relationships
has been in perfect equilibrium,
fixation, or integration. These
three words suggest some kind of
stability or even "standing still"

j.-1

which would enable the political
scientist or the social scientist to
focus his research equipment
steadily at one point for purposes of analysis.
Rather these scientists are
forced ro study phenomena that
are in a constant process of
change and differentiation. The
individual and the associative
relationships in which l1e is
oriented are always on the move,
always moving away and toward
one another, always in conflict
and cooperation. The social system is in a constant state of
change and decay, of renewal
and disintegration. In terms of
process, then, the social scientists are faced with a constant
succession of individual and social events, "an infinite multiplicity of successively emerging
and disappearing events, both
'within' and 'outside' [themselves] ."
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The Interpretation
Of Events

One can hardly study the simp- ~ 1
lest events and their fields of
data without being challenged fl
by the infinite multiplicity of
concrete rea 1 i t y. Brainpower
simply cannot comprehend the .,.
complete reality as it really and
essentially is. Take, for example, f'
the simple event of reporting the
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arrest of a traffic violator. At the
outset, there will probably be
.., differences of opinion on the nature and the extent of the viola... tion. Did he or did he not come
,
to a full stop at the stop sign?
Or did he merely come to a hesitant or rolling stop? Was he going twenty, thirty, or forty miles
per hour? Did the tone of his
~ voice and conversation indicate a
contempt of the arresting officer? These are only the simple
details. It would be more difficult to orient the event of a
traffic arrest in terms of the psy..,. chological motivations and presuppositions of the persons involved. Imagine the problem of
relating this event to all of the
social relationships that might
be involved. The arresting officer or the violator might have
<OJ
been beset by fatigue, frustrations, a nagging wife, financial
-'~ difficulties, an attitude of rebel] ton, and the like.
~

The Specialists
..
One ca n be quite certain that
· specialists would look at the
-\ simple event of a traffic arrest
in their own ways. The participants' style of dress would per" haps be of interest to the anthropologist or to a cultural his~ torian. If the economist were
confronted with this event, he
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would want to know how the
event could impinge upon the
maximizing of satisfactions with
a minimum of personal sacrifice,
i.e., getting a fast buck with the
least amount of trouble. If a disciple of Lionel Robbins' definition of economics (cf. An Essay
on The NatuTe and Significance
of Economic Science) he would
say that this is a problem in the
allocation of scarce materials and
resources. The traffic violator
had only so much time to get
somewhere and so he did not
have time to stop. Each specialist
would tend to look at the total
event from the perspective of his
own bias and value pattern. In
short, he would not make an accurate and comprehensive report
of events.

Causation
If one does not know total
reality, one can hardly comprehend the total causation pattern.
1f one does not know the total
causation pattern, how can one
talk about causes at all?

Suppose one is a responsible
politician in a responsible government agency which is faced
with the fact of a new crime
wave on the part of juvenile del inq uen ts. In order to discuss
policy and remedy, he would
have to look for causes or at
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least satisfactory explanations.
He might begin by saying, "I
don't know but there is something wrong with these kids.
They don't take the right approach to life." The politician
might say that economics is at
fault: unemployment, low wages,
and inflation. The industrialist
might blame these three factors
on the bad monetary policy of
the politicians. Or the industrialist might say with the social
worker that the city has spent
too much time putting in parking meters when that same time
(and money) could have been
spent for supervised recreation
for these juveniles.
~

The Ethical Problem
In the hands of persons who
tend to simplify and overgeneralize, these over-simplifications get to be unusually "ornery." Democrats might say that
if you elect the Republicans in
1956, you will return the country
to Hoover and the days of the
depression. This assumes that

one man, Hoover, was the
cause of a world-wide depression. It also assumes that the Re- "'
publicans of 1956 are like the
Republicans of twenty plus years
ago.
On the other hand, the Republicans might say that if you
elect the Democrats in 1956, you
will return the country to
F.D.R. and to war. This assumes that one man, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, c a u s e d a
World War. This also assumes
that the Democrats of today are
like the Democrats of yesterday. -..1
To this columnist's way of
thinking all these assumptions
are contrary to the facts since in
the first place the facts are hard
to find. In the second place,
total reality (a world-wide depression and a world-wide war)
cannot be reduced to the oper- »ations of a single man or of a
single party. In the third place,
if the facts are hard to find and
if it is difficult to comprehend
the total situation, the assumptions above are also immoral and ._
contrary to Christian ethics.

.. .

..

THE MOTION PICTURE
By

ANNE

Not long ago John Steinbeck
charged that the literary critics
of our land, instead of observing
strict objectivity, seemed to reflect in their criticisms almost
-4 every shade of spleen, prejudice,
intolerance, ferocity, hysteria,
and professional jealousy. In a
reply to Mr. Steinbeck's accusations Prof. Carlos Baker, of
Princeton University, himself a
• noted literary critic, gave this
definition of the threefold obligation of the literary critic: to be
fair to the reading public, which
might conceivably trust, and
""
act on, his recommendations; to
be fair to the author whose work
"'¥ he is considering; and to be fair
.-, to his own standards of what is
good and what is poor. It seems
to me that this definition applies
with equal force and pertinence
to the appraisal of any art form.
Pro f. Baker's three-pronged
definition came to mind when I
saw Trial (M-G-M, Mark Robson), the screen version of Don
Mankiewicz's
anti- Communist
book of the same title. I had read
,. not only Mr. Mankiewicz's prizewinning Harper novel but his

HANSEN

own account of the way in which
he adapted his work to the
screen. I see no reason to question or to doubt the author's
avowed intention of acquainting
the complacent citizens of our
land with the subtle approach
and the insidious methods employed by those who spread
Communist teachings. And no
one can deny that Trial-both
the book and the film-do just
that. Here we see how clever
Party members make telling use
of racial prejudice and other
forms of intolerance on the one
hand, and American tolerance,
open-handed response to emotional appeal, and sympathy for
the persecuted on the other
hand. Both the novel and the
film present a disturbing picture
-a picture which should shock
us into a new awareness of the
problems confronting us as a
free people.
Trial has been produced with
care and restraint. The acting is
praiseworthy, and the direction
is excellent. Arthur Kennedy is
outstanding as the unscrupulous
lawyer who is ready to sacrifice

-1
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an innocent boy to promote the
cause of Communism. Glen Ford
is convincing as the dedicated
law professor who has the assignment to defend the accused
youth. The late John Hodiak,
Dorothy McGuire, Katy Jurado,
Rafael Campos, and Juano Hernandez have important parts in
an exceptionally good supporting cast.
I have tried to be fair to the
author, to the producer, and to
the cast of Trial. To be fair to
standards built up through years
of observation, and to those who
may read this review, I must say
that in spite of many fine qualities Trial is only small-caliber
ammunition against a powerful
and dangerous enemy. Even
more distressing is the thought
of the way in which this filmas it is or with slight cuts-could
be used against us in foreign
countries.

R ebel Without a Cause (Warners, CinemaScope, W a r n e r
Color, Nicholas Ray) presents a
terrifying picturtJ of juvenile delinquency at its worst. Here one
really must wonder if the screen
play was conceived for any purpose other than that of assuring
success at the box office. Rebel
Without a Cause takes us into
the attractive homes of families
in comfortable circumstances.
The boys and girls involved in

the sordid story have comfort
and security. They are well
dressed and w e II nourished.
They have motor cars, unlimited
leisure, and, apparently, almost
wmplete freedom from discipline and supervision. And they
are a b s o 1 u t e monsters-cold,
cruel, sadistic, without honor,
and entirely without principle.

.....

If we are naive enough to be
taken in by a weak script, this
is because these youngsters lack
parental love. In this instance
the premise is utterly nonsensical. Without exception the types
of parents depicted are unreal
or grossly exaggerated. During
the past quarter-century we have
been so pre-occupied with talk
about psychology in relation to
youth that we seem to have neglected a sound and sensible application of psychology. Every
amateur psychologist can-and fdoes-tell exactly what is wrong.
But few psychologists-either amateur or professional-seem to be
able to find, or agree on, basic
causes or workable remedies. Pictures like Rebel Without a Cause
not only do not help but are ac- ~
tually deplorable.

...

.,. .

..

The late James Dean, a promising young actor who was killed
in a motor car accident recently, .,.
brilliantly portrays the rebellious
adolescent in Rebel Without a f>
Cause. He receives able support
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from Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo,
Tom Backus, Ann Doran, Corey
y
Allen, and William Hopper.
What would you do if sudden' .,.j
ly you found yourself and your
,_,
entire family captive to three
desperate escaped convicts in
your own home? Several years
ago a family living in Indianapolis actually was faced with this
~ dilemma. Joseph Hayes used this
incident as the plot for a widely
read novel, a successful Broadway play, and for the film The
Desperate Hours (Paramount,
Vista Vision, William Wyler).
Th e Desperate Hours is a taut,
skillfully fashioned melodrama.
Humphrey Bogart, as the leader
of the convicts, is at his best in
•
the type of role which first
brought him fame on the screen.
Dewey Martin and Robert Mid-¥ dleton are convincing as the
.-, other members of the unholy
trio. Fredric March merits high
praise for his portrayal of the
law-abiding citizen whose home
is taken over by the criminals.
Arthur Kennedy appears to good
advantage as the detective who
" finally finds a way out of the
dilemma. Supporting roles are
splendidly enacted by Martha
Scott, Mary Murphy, Gig Young,
and Robert Eyer.
"
The Divided Heart (J. Arthur
~ Rank, Republic, Charles Crichton) brings to the screen the

poignant, real-life story of Ivan
Pirecnik, who, as an infant, was
separated from his family when
the Nazis overran Yugoslavia.
Ivan was an inmate of a German orphanage when he was
adopted by a childless German
couple. He grew up as Dieter
Sirsch and believed himself to
be a German. When he was
eleven years old, however, his
mother, the only remammg
member of his family, located
him through the International
Refugee Organization. Naturally,
she yearned to regain custody of
her long-lost child. His foster
parents were equally determined
to keep the boy whom they loved
as their own. Eventually the case
was tried before the United
States Court of the Allied High
Commissioners in Germany, and
young Ivan was restored to his
mother.

The Divided Heart was made
on location in Germany and
Austria. It is characterized by the
dignity and the restraint which
seem to be hallmarks of the best
English films. At no time is the
picture maudlin or syrupy. Each
member of the fine cast is ideally
suited to the role portrayed.
A little less than fifty years
ago the sordid story of Evelyn
Nesbit and Harry Thaw was
front-page news wherever newspapers were available. This sen-
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sational tale has been revived in
The Girl in the Red Velvet
Swing (20th Century-Fox, CinemaScope, De Luxe Color), an
elaborately mounted but thoroughly mediocre release.
Hamilton Basso's best-selling
1954 novel has been brought to
the screen in The View from
Pompey's Head (20th CenturyFox, CinemaScope, De Luxe
Color, Philip Dunne). Mr. Basso's novel struck me as being
decidedly inferior Basso fare.
The film is even less distinguished. Unfortunately, it is cut
over a stock Hollywood pattern.
Count Th1·ee and Pray (Columbia, CinemaScope, Technicolor, George Sherman) presents
an unusual story set in the South
in the post-Civil War period.
Van Heflin is cast as the returning soldier who has dedicated his
life to God. In spite of Mr. Heflin's best efforts, however, the
highly idealistic purpose of the
film is never realized. Both the
action and the characters remain
shadowy and insubstantial. The

philosophy expressed often gets
on dangerous ground.
CinemaScope a n d W a r n e r
Color photography capture the
awesome beauty of the High
Sierras with impressive fidelity
in I Died a Thousand Deaths.
Alas, the tale-an ugly one-is
packed with violence, cruelty,
cnme.
I am sure that even the most
ardent Joan Crawford fans will
be disappointed in Queen Bee
(Columbia, Ranald McDougall),
a commonplace and boring account of the machinations of a
predatory female.

\o- 1
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In my opinion, Lady Godiva
(Universal-International, Arthur
Lubin) has nothing to recommend it to anyone. This is
neither authentic history nor entertaining fiction.
Here are two Westerns: T enn essee's Partner (RKO, Techni- ..._
color, Allen Dwan), adapted
from a story by Bret Harte, and
Man with a Gun (United Artists,
Richard Wilson).
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It was most interesting for me
to learn from the June issue of
the CRESSET that the modern
Pastor, if he is to have a successful ministry, should take courses
in the study of science, in order
that he might understand the
mind of the scientist whom he
may meet; that is, might understand why a scientist thinks the
way he does. According to the
old adage, "There are two sides
to every story," and this is the
other side.
If a Pastor should take survey
courses in science, that he may
understand the mind of the
scientist, then it must logically
follow that he should also take
survey courses in medicine, for
he will certainly meet many
doctors; he should take survey
courses in finance, for he will
certainly meet many who worship the almighty dollar; and
he should take survey courses in
sports, for he will meet many
who much prefer fishing, hunting, golf, and other sports to
regular attendance in Church .
And so on, ad nauseam.
The reason why such thinking arises is that people have
the tendency to feel that there

IS
a difference among unbelievers. They feel that an unbelieving scientist should be approached in a different manner
than an unbelieving doctor; and
there should be one manner of
approach for an unbelieving
lawyer, and another approach
for an unbelieving historian.
Such thinking is not only foolish, but it is certainly also unbiblical. When God stated that
the "carnal (natural, unbelieving) mind is enmity against
God," He did not differentiate
between the unbelievers; He just
stated, point-blank, that they all
hate Him. It is true that the unbeliever may have differing reasons for hating God, but basically, they all hate Him. And, when
God stated, "The natural man
receiveth not the things of the
Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him," again God
pronounced a blanket-condemnation on all unbelievers, regardless of vocation.

So you see, it is extremely
foolish to divide unbelievers into
groups, for basically they are all
the same. All of them hate God;
all of them are interested in the
things of this life; all of them re-
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ject Christ as their Savior; and
all of them, who do not change
before they die, are most certainly going to hell. And I
rather doubt whether or not it
makes any difference to one in
hell if he was a scientist on
earth, a doctor, or what. The suffering and pain, the torment
and affliction will be just as
severe, just as unbearable and
just as eternal for one as for the
other.
The other side of the story is
that, instead of taking survey
courses in science, medicine, finance and sports, it would be
well for any Pastor who wants a
successful ministry to study his
Bible. In fact, I cannot conceive
of a truly successful Christian
ministry in which the Pastor did
not know his Bible well. And I
would also be bold enough to
state flatly that any Pastor who
knows his Bible well, and who
uses that knowledge diligently
in his ministry, is assured of having a successful ministry; whether
he ever took survey courses in
science, medicine etc. or not.
Today there are too many
moderns who feel that the Bible
IS
old-fashioned an d strictly
passe. That is certainly the
answer of the lazy unbeliever;
and it is much easier to simply
say that the Bible is passe than
it is to approach it with an open

mind and to sit down and actually read it. Anyone who sits
down with an open mind and actually reads the Bible will be
amazed at how modern and upto-date the teachings, recorded
there, are. And, above all, any
Pastor who really knows his
Bible will be fully equipped for
his dealings with unbelievers, no
matter what their profession or
vocation in life. After all, as the
Bible states, an unbeliever is an
unbeliever; and there is no difference in them at all. If the
Pastor knows his Bible well, he
will understand that all unbelievers are the same, and he
will teach them all in the same
manner. It must be understood
that the Pastor is nothing more
than God's spokesman, telling
sinners the same things that God
tells them in the Bible. Thus, in
dealing with any unbeliever, the
Pastor's first task is to show that
person his or her sin. This is absolutely basic, and no progress
can be made at all until the sinner realizes he is a sinner. For
the second step, the Pastor will
show the sinner that he cannot,
in any manner at all, atone for
his own sins; and he will show
the unbeliever that good works
are out of the question as a
means of canceling-out sins.
Again, there can be no progress
until the second step is success-
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ful. If step 1 and step 2 are successful, the unbeliever will be
frightened, and fully aware of
what a sinner he 1s and how
awful sin is. Then, the Pastor
progresses to step 3 and shows
the smner Christ, the Blessed
Son of God who came into this
sinful world for the one and
only purpose of taking away the
sins of the world. And the
Pastor shows the sinner the
beautiful and extremely simple
plan of salvation God has to offer. Going to heaven is not complicated at all. Over and over
the Bible offers salvation to all
""' sinners, telling them that God so
loved the world that He gave
His only-begotten Son, that who~
soever believeth in Him should
not perish but have everlasting
I ife. All one has to do is believe
_..,. in Jesus Christ as his Savior from
sin, death and hell, and he is
• saved; and it makes not one bit
of difference whether the sinner
is scientist, doctor, lawyer or Indian chief, there is salvation for
him through faith in Christ.
Thus, I say again, that the

•
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Pastor who wants a successful
ministry will study, study, study
the Bible. In that Book of Books,
he will find all of the answers to
the problems of sinners, his own
problems, as well as those of the
scientist, and others whom he
will meet in his ministry. Such
a Pastor will understand sin; he
will understand Christ, the
Savior of sinners; and he will be
able to help himself, and those
who come to him with problems.
If you want to understand
sinners, (and all of us are sinners), then know your Bible. If
you do this, then even if you
never had time to study science,
you will be able to help the
scientist; if you never had time
to study medicine, yo u can help
the doctor; in fact, you will be
able to help whomever you may
meet. Why? Because, if you
understand the Bible, you
understand sin; and that is the
beginning of understanding sinners.

(Rev.) George Goepfert
Troy, New York
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MATRIX
Anywhere
No here; only choices,
Matrix,
Web and winter.
Not here:
No smiles and. simplicity.
Rush,
Maze and mixture.
Hither naught
But goals and ambitions:
Fame,
Might and millions.
Somewhere
Truth and sentiment,
Love,
Heart and heather.
Anywhere-Not here.

.,..
-ToM JENKINS
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THUNDERSHOWER
Now the gun-metal clouds
Loose brights and wets and louds
Over the fields of dry.
The fields and arid I
Exultantly again
Absorb this raucous rain.
That the grave thirst of youth
Could thus (by so uncouth
A beverage) be slaked
Baffles logicians. Baked
Grasses and I attest
Wild waters are the best.
Drenched, our collective green
Reclaims its vernal sheen.
Tousled, our tendril-hair
Loves and is loved by air,
While, in glad veins, our blood
Thunders its gratitude.
JoHN NixoN, JR.

"
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There is a story behind Bob Epp's
at its midwinter convocation on January 16. This distinction may come as
interest in Japanese literature. Bob
something of a surprise to his fellow
saw Japan for the first time ten years
townsmen who know him chiefly as a
ago--as a Marine. Later, after earnvery able caller for square dances.
ing his degree at Concordia Teachers
College in River Forest, he returned
~
We ran Pastor Goepfert's letter to
to Japan as a mission teacher, serving
a little over three years. Now back in
the editor this month because it was
the States, he has
well-written and obviously motivated by
maintained his interest in Japanese
a sincere interest in
the work and minisliterature, particutry of the Church. ~
larly Japanese poetry, and is in the
We would not
process of trying to
minimize by o n e
translate some of
iota the importance
the Japanese classics
which he attaches
into English.
to the study of the ~
He, and we, are
Scriptures an d the
hesitant to offer
proclamation of the ,; . ...
translations of t h e
Gospel. At the same
Japanese Haiku betime, we can not
cause _of them it
agree with him that
must be said more
there is no differproperly t h an in
ence among unbelievers, and, theremost other instances
PltOBLIUIS
fore, no need to ex- ,.
that "they lose a
CONTRtBUTOitS
plore various possigreat deal in transble avenues of ap- ~
lation." But we get
Jl'tNAL NOTES
proach to different
tired of hearing ~.f'Z:.=_-=::- •·
souls.
wise-guys talk about
From the outset,
the m a g n i f i cent
the C h u r c h has
Japanese culture as
been all things to all men, if that by (·
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